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CHAPTER1
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Audio coding or audio compression algorithms are used to obtain compact dig-
ital representations of high-fidelity (wideband) audio signals for the purpose of
efficient transmission or storage. The central objective in audio coding is to rep-
resent the signal with a minimum number of bits while achieving transparent
signal reproduction, i.c., generating output audio that cannot be distinguished
{rom the original input, even by a sensitive listener (“golden ears”). This text
gives an in-depth treatment of algorithms and standards for transparent coding
of high-fidelity audio.

1.1 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The introduction of the compact disc (CD) in the early 1980s brought to the
fore all of the advantages of digital audio representation, including true high-
fidelity, dynamic range, and robustness. These advantages, however, came at
the expense of high data rates. Conventional CD and digital audio tape (DAT)
sysiems are typically sampled at either 44.1 or 48 kHz using pulse code mod-
ulation (PCM) with a [6-bit sample resolution. This results in uncompressed
data rates of 705.6/768 kb/s for a monaural channel, or 1.41/1.54 Mb/s for a
stereo-pair. Although these data rates were accommodated successfully tn first-
generation CD and DATplayers, second-generation audio players and wirelessly
connected systems are often subject to bandwidth constraints that are incompat-
ible with high data rates. Because of the success enjoyed by the first-generation
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INTRODUCTION

systems, however, end users have come to expect “CD-quality” audio reproduc-
tion from any digital system. Therefore, new network and wireless multimedia
digital audio systems must reduce data rates without compromising reproduc-
tion quality. Motivated by the needfor compression algorithms that can satisfy
simultaneously the conflicting demands of high compression ratios and trans-
parent quality for high-fidelity audio signals, several coding methodologies have
beenestablished overthe last two decades. Audio compression schemes, in gen-
eral, employ design techniques that exploit both perceptual irrelevancies and
Statistical redundancies.

PCMwasthe primary audio encoding scheme employed until the early 1980s.
PCM does not provide any mechanisms for redundancy removal. Quantization
methods that exploit the signal correlation, such as differential PCM (DPCM),
delta modulation [Jaya76] [Jaya84], and adaptive DPCM (ADPCM)were applied
to audio compression later (e.g., PC audio cards). Owing lo the need for dras-
lic reduction in bit rates, researchers began to pursue new approaches for audio
coding based onthe principles ofpsychoacousties [Zwic9)] [Moor03]. Psychoa-
coustic notions in conjunction with the basic properties of signal quantization
have led to the theory of perceptual entropy (John88a] [Johng8b]. Perceptual
cntropy is a quantilative estimate of the fundamental limit of lransparent audio
signal compression. Another key contribution to the field was the characterization
of the auditory filter bank and particularly the time-frequency analysis capabili-
ties of the inner ear [Moor83]. Overthe years, several filter-bank structures that
mimic the critical band structure of the auditory filler bank have heen proposed.
A filter bank is a parallel bank of bandpass filters covering the audio spectrum,
which, when used in conjunction with a perceptual model, can play an important
role in the identification of perceptual irrelevancies.

During the early 1990s, several workgroups and organizations such as
the International Organization for Standardization/International Electro-technical
Commission (ISO/IEC), the International Telecommunications Union (ITU),
AY&T. Dolby Laboratories, Digital Theatre Systems (DTS), Lucent Technologies,
Philips, and Sony were actively involved in developing perceptual audio coding
algorithms and standards. Some ofthe popular commercial standards published
in the early 1990s include Dolby’s Audio Coder-3 (AC-3). the DTS Coherent
Acoustics (DTS-CA), Lucent Technologies’ Perceptual Audio Coder (PAC),
Philips’ Precision Adaptive Subband Coding (PASC), and Sony’s Adaptive
Transform Acoustic Coding (ATRAC). Table 1.1 lists chronologically some of
the prominent audio coding standards. The commercial success enjoyed by
these audio coding standards triggered the launch ofseveral multimedia storage
formats.

Table 1.2 lists some ofthe popular multimedia storage Jormats since the begin-
ning of the CD era. High-performancestereo systems became quite common with
the advent of CDsin the early 1980s. A compact-disc—read only memory (CD-
ROM)canstore data up to 700-800 MB in digital form as “microscopic-pits”
that can be read bya laser beamoffof a reflective surface or a medium. Three
competing storage media — DAT. the digital compact cassette (DCC), and the

Semeee aeeneseen
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Table 1.1. List of perceptual and lossless audio coding standards/algorithms. 

Standard/algonthm
Related references
 

[ISQI92]1, SOJIEC MPEG-I audio

2. Philips’ PASC (for DCCapplications) [Lokh92]
3. AT&T/Lucent PAC/EPAC (John96c] [Sinh96]
4. Dolby AC-2 [Davi92]} |Fiel91 |
5. AC-3/Dolby Digital [Davis93| |Fiel96]
6. ISO/LEC MPEG-2 (BC/LSF) audio {ISOI94a]
7, Sony's ATRAC,; (MimDisc and SDDS) [Yosh94] [Tsut96]
8. SHORTEN fRobi94|
9. Audio processing technology — APT-x100 [Wyli96b]
10. ISOAEC MPEG-2 AAC {ISOI96]
l 1. DTS coherent acoustics

12. The DVD Algonthm

[Smyt96] [Smyt99]
[Crav96] [Crav97]

13. MUSICompress [Wege97]|
14, Lossless transform coding of audio (LTAC) {Pura97 |
15. AudioPak [Hans98b] [HansO!]
16. ISOAEC MPEG-4 audio version | [ISOI99}
17. Meridian lossless packing (MLP) (Gerz99|
18. ISO/IEC MPEG-4 audio version 2 [ISOLO0]
| 9, Audio coding based on integer transforms
20. Direct-stream digital (DSD) technology

[GeigO1] (Geig02|
[ReefOla] [Jans03]
 

Table 1.2. Some of the popular audio storage
formats.
 

Audio storage format Related references
 

1. Compact disc [CD82] [IECAS7]
2. Digital audio tape (DAT) [WatkS8] [Tan8?]
3. Digital compact cassette (DCC) {Lokh9!) [Lokh92|
4. MiniDisc | Yosh94] [Tsut96]
5. Digital versatile disc (DVD) |DVD96]
6, DVD-audio (DVD-A) {[DVDOL)
7. Super audio CD (SACD) [SACDO2| 

MiniDisc (MD) — entered the commercial market during 1987-1992. Intended
mainly for back-up high-density storage (~ |.3 GB), the DAT becamethe primary
source of mass data storage/transfer [Watk88] [Tan89}]. In 1991-1992, Sony pro-
posed a storage mediumcalled the MiniDisc, primarily for audio storage. MD
employs the ATRACalgorithmfor compression. In 1991, Philips introduced the
DCC, a successor of the analog compact cassette. Philips DCC employs a com-
pression schemecalled the PASC {Lokh91] [Lokh92] [Hoog94]. The DCC began
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4 INTRODUCTION

as a potential competitor for DATs but was discontinued in 1996. The introduc-
tion of the digital versatile disc (DVD) in 1996 cnabled both video and audio
recording/storage as well as text-message programming. The DVD became one
of the most successful storage media. With the improvements in the audio com-
pression and DVDstorage technologies, multichannel surround sound encoding
formats gained interest |Bosi93] [Holm99] [BosiQ0Q].

With the emergence of streaming audio applications. during the late
1990s, researchers pursued techniques such as combined speech and audio
architectures, as well as joint source-channel coding algorithms that are optimized
for the packet-switched Internet. The advent of ISOAEC MPEG-4 standard

(1996-2000) [ISOI99]} [ISOI00] established newresearch goals for high-quality
coding of audio at low bit rates. MPEG-4 audio encompasses more functionality
than perceptual coding |Koen98] [Koen99]. It comprises an integrated family of
algorithms with provisions for scalable, object-based speech andaudio coding at
bit rates from as low as 200 b/s up to 64 kb/s per channel.

The emergence of the DVD-audio and the super audio CD (SACD) pro-
vided designers with additional storage capacity, which motivated research in
lossless audio coding [Crav96] [Gerz99] [ReefOla]. A lossless audio coding sys-
tem is able to reconstruct pertectly a bit-for-bit representation of the original
input audio. In contrast, a coding scheme incapable of perfect reconstruction is
called /ossy. For most audio program material, lossy schemes offer the advan-
tage of lower bit rates (e.g. less than | bit per sample) relative to lossless
schemes (e.g., 10 bits per sample). Delivering real-time lossless audio content
to the network browser at low bit rates is the next grand challenge for codec
designers.

1.2 A GENERAL PERCEPTUAL AUDIO CODING ARCHITECTURE

Overthe last few years, researchers have proposed several efficient signal models
(e.g., ansform-based, subband-filter structures, wavelet-packet) and compression
standards (Table 1.1) for high-quality digital audio reproduction. Most of these
algorithms are based on the generic architecture shown in Figure 1.1.

The coders typically segment input signals into quasi-stationary frames ranging
from 2 to SO ms. Then, a time-frequency analysis section estimates the temporal
and spectral components of each frame. The time-frequency mapping is usually
matched to the analysis properties of the human auditory system. Either way,
the ultimate objective is to extract from the input audio a set of time-frequency
parameters that is amenable to quantization according to a perceptual distortion
metric. Depending on the overall design objectives, the time-frequency analysis
section usually contains one of the following:

e Unitary transform

« Time-invariant bank of critically sampled. uniform/nonuniform bandpass
filters

ee Rees|
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|. channel|__»| Psychoacoustic a ; ie |
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ye a | DI

Masking Side
thresholds information

Figure 1.1. A generic perceptual audio encoder.

e
Time-varying (signal-adaptive) bank of critically sampled, uniform/nonunif-
orm bandpass fillers

e Harmonic/sinusoidal analyzer

¢ Source-system analysis (LPC and multipulse excitation)
« Hybrid versions of the above.

The choice of time-frequency analysis methodology always involves a fun-
damental tradeoff between time and frequencyresolution requirements. Percep-
tual distortion control is achieved by a psychoacoustic signal analysis section
that estimates signal masking power based on psychoacoustic principles. The
psychoacoustic model delivers masking thresholds that quantify the maximum
amount of distortion at each point in the time-frequency plane such that quan-
lization of the time-frequency parameters does not introduce audible artifacts.
The psychoacoustic mode! therefore allows the quantization section to exploit
perceptual irrelevancies. This section can also exploit statistical redundancies
through classical techniques such as DPCM or ADPCM. Once a quantized com-
pact parametric set has been formed, the remaining redundancies are typically
removed through noiseless run-length (RL) and entropy coding techniques, ©.g.,
Huffman [Cove91], arithmetic [Witt87], or Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) [Ziv77]
[Welc84]. Since the output of the psychoacoustic distortion control model is
signal-dependent, most algorithms are inherently variable rate. Fixed channel
rale requirements are usuallysatisfied through buffer feedback schemes, which
often introduce encoding delays.

1.3 AUDIO CODER ATTRIBUTES

Perceptual audio coders are typically evaluated basedonthe following attributes:
audio reproduction quality, operating bit rates. computational complexity, codec
delay, and channel error robustness. The objective is to attain a high-quality
(transparent) audio output at low bit rates (<32 kb/s), with an acceptable
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6 INTRODUCTION

algorithmic delay (~5 to 20 ms), and with low computational complexity (~1 to
10 million instructions per second, or MIPS).

1.3.1 Audio Quality

Audio quality is of paramount importance when designing an audio coding
algorithm. Successful strides have been made since the development of sim-
ple near-transparent perceptual coders. Typically, classical objective measures of
signal fidelity such as the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the total harmonic
distortion (THD) are inadequate [Ryde96]. As the field of perceptual audio cod-
ing matured rapidly andcreated greater demand forlistening tests, there was a
corresponding growth of interest in perceptual measurement schemes. Several
subjective and objective quality measures have been proposed and standard-
ized during the last decade. Some of these schemes include the noise-to-mask

ratio (NMR, 1987) [Bran87a] the perceptual audio quality measure (PAQM,
1991) [Beer91], the perceptual evaluation (PERCEVAL, 1992) [Pail92], the per-
ceptual objective measure (POM. 1995) [Colo95], and the objective audio signal
evaluation (OASE, 1997) [Spor97]. We will address these and several other qual-
ity assessment schemes in detail in Chapter 12.

1.3.2 Bit Rates

From a codec designer’s point of view, one of the key challenges is to rep-
resent high-fidelity audio with a minimum number ofbits. For instance, if a
5-ms audio frame sampled at 48 kHz (240 samples per frame) is represented
using 80 bits, then the encoding bit rate would be 80 bits/5 ms == 16 kb/s. Low
bit rates imply high compression ratios and generally low reproduction qual-
ity. Early coders such as the ISO/IEC MPEG-1 (32—448 kb/s), the Dolby AC-3
(32-384 kb/s), the Sony ATRAC (256 kb/s), and the Philips PASC (192 kb/s)
employ high bit rates for obtaining transparent audio reproduction. However. the
development of several sophisticated audio coding tools (¢.g., MPEG-4 audio
tools) created waysfor efficient transmission or storage of audio at rates between
8 and 32 kb/s. Future audio coding algorithms promise to offer reasonable qual-
ily al low rates along with the ability to scale both rate and guality to match
dilferent requirements such as time-varying channel capacity.

1.3.3 Complexity

Reduced computational complexity not only enables real-time implementation
but mayalso decrease the power consumption and extend battery life. Com-
putational complexity 1s usually measured in terms of millions of instructions
per second (MIPS). Complexity estimates are processor-dependent. For example,
the complexity associated with Dolby’s AC-3 decoder was estimated at approxi-
mately 27 MIPS using the Zoran ZR38001 general-purpose DSP core |Vern95)];
tor the Motorola DSP56002 processor, the complexity was estimated at 45
MIPS [Vern95]. Usually, most of the audio codecs rely on the so-called asym-
metric encoding principle. This means that the codec complexity is not evenly
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TYPES OF AUDIO CODERS- AN OVERVIEW

shared between the encoder and the decoder (typically, encoder 80% and decoder
20% complexity). with more emphasis on reducing the decoder complexity.

1.3.4 Codec Delay

Manyof the network applications for high-fidelity audio (streaming audio, audio-
on-demand) are delay tolerant (up to 100-200 ms), providing the opportunity
to exploit long-term signal properties in order to achieve high coding gain.
However, in two-way real-lime communication and voice-over Internet proto-
col (VoIP) applications, low-delay encoding (]0—20 ms) is important. Consider
the example described before, i.c., an audio coder operating on frames of 5 ms
at a 48 kHz sampling frequency. In an ideal encoding scenario, the minimum
amountof delay should be 5 msat the encoder and 5 msat the decoder (same as
the frame length). However, other factors such as analysis-synthesis filler bank
window, the look-ahead. the bit-reservoir, and the channel delay contribute to
additional delays. Employing shorter analysis-synthesis windows, avoiding look-
ahead, and re-structuring the bit-reservoir functions could result in Jow-delay
encoding, nonetheless, with reduced coding efficiencies.

1.3.5 Error Robustness

The increasing popularity of streaming audio over packet-switched and wire-
less networks such as the Internet implies that any algorithm intended for such
applications must be able to deal with a noisy time-varying channel. In partic-
ular, provisions for error robustness and error protection must be incorporated
at the encoder in order to achieve reliable transmission of digital audio over
error-prone channels. Oue simple idea could be to provide betler protection to
the error-sensitive and priority (important) bits. For instance, the audio frame
header requires the maximum error robustness: otherwise, transmission errors
in the headerwill seriously impair the entire audio frame. Several error detect-
ing/correcting codes [Lin82] [Wick95] [Bayl97] [Swee02] [Zara02] can also be
employed. Inclusion oferror correcting codes in the bitstream might help to obtain
error-free reproduction of the input audio, however, with increased complexity
andbit rates.

Fromthe discussionin the previoussections, it is evident that several tradeoffs
must be considered in designing an algorithm for a particular application. Forthis
reason. audio coding standards consist of several tools that enable the design of
scalable algorithms. For example, MPEG-4 provides tools to design algorithms
that satisfy a variety of bit rate, delay, complexity, and robustness requirements.

1.4 TYPES OF AUDIO CODERS- AN OVERVIEW

Based on the signal model orthe analysis-synthesis technique employed to encode
audio signals, audio coders can be broadly classified as follows:

¢ Linear predictive
¢ Transform
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¢ Subband

e Sinusoidal,

Algorithmsare also classified based onthelossyor the lossless nature of audio
coding. Lossy audio coding schemes achieve compression by exploiting percep-
tually irrelevant information. Some examples of lossy audio coding schemes
include the ISO/IEC MPEG codecseries, the Dolby AC-3. and the DTS CA. In
lossless audio coding, the audio data is merely “packed” to obtain a bit-for-bit
representation of the original. The meridian lossless packing (MLP) [Gerz99]
and the direct stream digital (DSD) techniques [Brue97] [ReefOla] form a class
of high-end fossless compression algorithms that are embedded in the DVD-
audio [DVDO1| and the SACD [SACD02] storage formats, respectively. Lossless
audio coding techniques, In general yield high-quality digital audio without any
arufacts at high rates. For instance, perceptual audio coding yields compression
ratios from 10:1 to 25:1. while lossless audio coding can achieve compression
ratios from 2:1 to 4:1.

1.5 ORGANIZATION OF THE BOOK

This book is organized as follows, In Chapter 2. we review basic signal pro-
cessing concepts associated with audio coding. Chapter 3 provides introductory
material to waveform quantization and entropy coding schemes. Some of the key
topics covered in this chapter include scalar quantization, untform/nonunitorm
quantization, pulse code modulation (PCM), differential PCM (DPCM), adap-
tive DPCM (ADPCM), vector quantization (VQ), bit-allocation techniques, and
entropy coding schemes (Huffman, Rice, and arithmetic).

Chapter 4 provides information on linear prediction and its application in
narrowand wideband coding. First, we address the utility of 1-P analysis/synthesis
approach in speech applications. Next, we describe the open-loop analysis-
synthesis 1.P and closed-loop analysis-by-synthesis LP techniques.

In Chapter 5, psychoacoustic principles are described. Johnston’s notion of
perceptual entropy is presented as a measure of the fundamental limit of trans-
parent compression for audio. The ISO/IEC 11172-3 MPEG-1 psychoacous-
tic analysis model 1 is used to describe the five important steps associated
with the global masking threshold computation. Chapter 6 explores filter bank
design issues and algorithms, with a particular emphasis placed on the modi-
fied discrete cosine transform (MDCT) that is widely used in several perceptual
audio coding algorithms. Chapter 6 also addresses pre-echoartifacts and control
strategies.

Chapters 7, 8, and 9 review established and emerging techniques for trans-
parent coding of FM and CD-quality audio signals, including several algorithms
that have become international standards. Transform coding methodologies are
described in Chapter 7, subband coding algorithms are addressed in Chapter 8,
and sinusoidal algorithms are presented in Chapter 9. In addition lo methods
based on uniform bandwidth filter banks, Chapter 8 covers coding methods that
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NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS.

utilize discrete wavelet transforms (DWT), discrete wavelet packet transforms
(DWPT), and other nonuniformfilter banks. Examples of hybrid algorithms
that make use of more than one signal model appear throughout Chapters 7. 8,
and 9,

Chapter 10 is concerned with standardization activities in audio coding. It
describes coding standards and products such as the ISO/IEC MPEG family
(--1 “.MP1/2/3”, —2. -4, -7, and —21), the Sony Minidisc (ATRAC), the
cinematic Sony SDDS, the Lucent Technologies PAC/EPAC/MPAC, the Dolby
AC-2/AC-3, the Audio Processing Technology APT-x 100, and the DTS-coherent
acoustics (DTS-CA). Details on the MP3 and MPEG-4 AAC algorithms that
are popular in Web and in handheld media applications, e.g., Apple iPod, are
provided.

Chapter 11 focuses on lossless audio coding and digital audio watermarking
techniques. In particular, the SHORTEN. the DVD algorithm, the MUSICom-
press, the AudioPak, the C-LPAC, the LTAC, and the {nt{MDCTlossless coding
schemes are described in detail. Chapter 11 also addresses the twopopular high-
endstorage formats, i.e., the SACDand the DVD-Audio. The MLP and the DSD
techniques for lossless audio coding are also presented.

Chapter [2 provides information on subjective quality measuresfor perceptual
codecs. The five-point absolute and differential subjective quality scales are
addressed, as well as the subjective test methodologies specified in the ITU-
R Recommendation BS.1116. A sel of subjective benchmarksis provided for
the various standards in both stereophonic and mullichannel modes to facilitate
algorithm comparisons.

1.6 NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS

Unless otherwise specified. bit rates correspond to single-channel or monaural
coding throughout this text. Subjective quality measurements are specified in
terms of either the five-point mean opinion score (MOS, Table 1.3) or the 41-
point subjective difference grade (SDG, Chapler 12, Table 12.1). Table 1.4 lists
some of the symbols and notation used in the book.

Table 1.3. Mean opinion
score (MOS) scale.  

MOS©Perceptual quality 

Bad
Poor

Average
Good
Excellent

mn&Wie
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Table 1.4. Symbols and notation used in the book.

Symbol/notation Description 

tin
aw, &2

f(= @/2r)
Le T,
x1) o X(m)

x(n) o& X(Q)

x(n) <= X()
s[.]

h(n) @ H(Q)

e(n)

B(c) _ 1 ibjy27! cet by 2-4 H(z) =

S(n) = en ays(n — 1)
O{s(n)) = &(n)

N, NN}, Nyy

log(.), In), log,()

El]
f

|
May Fy

Pay Gat)
fry lin)

Ri ler*)

Bit rate

dB, SPL

A(z) 1} yeh be + aye
M

PE LEN EET

Time index/sample index
Frequency index (analog domain,

discrete domain)

Frequency (Hz)
Sampling frequency, sampling period
Continuous-time Fourier transform

(FT) pair
Discrete-time Fourier transform

(DTFT) pair
z transform pair
Indicates a particular element in a

coefficient array
[mpulse-frequency response pair of a

discrete time system
Error/prediction residual

Transfer function consisting of
numerator-polynomial and
denominater-polynomial
(corresponding to b-coefficients
and «-coefficients)

Predicted signal
Quantizaltion/approximation operator

or estimated/encoded value

Square brackets in the superscript
denote recursion

Parenthesis superscript; time
dependency

Total number of samples, samples per
frame, samples per subframe

Log to the base-10. log to the base-e,
Jog to the base-p

Expectation operator
Mean squared error (MSE)
Meanandthe variance of the signal,

X(1)

Autocorrelation of the signal, «(@)
Cross-correlation of vQ@r) and v(7)
Powerspectral clensity of the signal.

(1)

Numberof bits per second (b/s, kb/s,
or Mb/s)

Decibels, sound pressurelevel
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COMPUTER EXERCISES 11

PROBLEMS

The objective of these inwoductory problemsare to introduce the novice to simple
relations between the sampling rate andthe bit rate in PCM coded sequences.

1.1. Consider an audio signal, s (2), sampled at 44.1 kHz and digitized using a)
8-bit. b) 24-bit. and c) 32-bit resolution. Compute the data rates for the cases
(a)--(c), Give the numberof samples within a 16-ms frame and compute the
number ofbits per frame.

1.2. List some of the typical data rates (in kb/s) and sampling rates (in kHz)
employed in applications such as a) video streaming, b) audio streaming,
¢) digital audio broadcasting, d) digital compact cassette, e) MiniDisc, f)
DVD, g) DVD-audio, h) SACD, i) MP3, j) MP4, k) video conferencing,
and 1) cellular telephony.

COMPUTER EXERCISES

The objective of this exercise is to familiarize the reader with the handling of
soundfiles using MATLAB andto expose the novice to perceptual attributes of
sampling rate and bit resolution.

1.3. For this computer exercise, use MATLAB workspace chIpb1.mat from the
website.

Load the workspace chipbI.magé using.

>> load{‘chipb1.mat’);

Use whos commandto viewthe variables in the workspace. The data-vector
‘audioin’ contains 44,100 samples of audio data. Perform the following in
MATLAB:

>> wavwrite(audio in,44100,16, ‘pb1_aud44_16.wav’);
>> wavwrite(audio_in,10000,16,‘pb1_aud10 16.wav’);
>> wavwrite(audio_in,44100,8, ‘pb1_aud44_08.wav’);

Listen to the wave files pbl_aud44_l6.wav, pbl_audl0_16.way, and
pbl_aud44_08.way using a media player. Comment on the perceptual quality
of the three wavefiles.

1.4. Down-sample the data-vector ‘audio_in’ in problem 1.3 using

>> aud down_4 = downsample(audioin, 4);

Use the following commandsto listen to audio_in and aud_down_4. Com-
iment on the perceptual quality of the data vectors In each of the cases below:

>> sound(audio_in, fs);
>> sound(aud down_4, fs);

>> sound(aud down_4, fs/4);
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CHAPTER 10
(eSSE—————————

AUDIO CODING STANDARDS
AND ALGORITHMS
 

10.1 INTRODUCTION

Despite the several advances, research towards developing lower rate coders for
stereophonic and multichannel surround sound systems is strong in manyindustry
and university labs. Multimedia applications suchas online radio. web jukeboxes,
and teleconferencing created a demandfor audio coding algorithms that can deliver
real-time wireless audio content. This will in turn require audio compression algo-
rithms to deliver high-quality audio at ow bit-rates with resi lience/robustnessto bit
errors. Motivatedbythe need for audio compression algorithmsforstreaming audio,
researchers pursue techniques such as combined speech/audioarchitectures, as well
ag joint source-channel coding algorithmsthat are optimized for the packet switched
Internet [Ben99] [Liu99] [Gril02]. Bluetooth (Joha01] [(Chen04] [B WEB], and in
some cases wideband cellular network {Ji02] [Toh03]. Also the needfortransparent
reproductionquality coding algorithms in storage media suchas the super audio CD
(SACD) andthe DVD-audio provided designers with newchallenges. Thereis in fact
an ongoing debate over the quality limitations associated with lossy compression.
Some experts believe that uneompressed digital CD-quality audio (44.1 KHz/16 bib)
is inferior to the analog original. They contendthat samplerates above 55 kHz and
wordlengihs greaterthan 20bits are necessarylo achieve transparencyinthe absence
of any compression.

Asarcsult. several standards have been developed [[SO192] [TSO194a] [Davi94]
[Fiel96] [Wyl96b] [ISOI97b], particularlyin the last five years [Gerz99] [ISOT9)} 

Audio Signal Processing and Cading, by Andreas Spanias, Ted Painter, and Venkatraman Atti
Copyright © 2007 by John Wiley & Sons. Inc.
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264 AUDIO CODING STANDARDS AND ALGORITHMS

 {ISOLOO] [TSOLOTb] {ISOl02a] [Jans03] [Kuzu03]. and several are now being
deployed commercially. This chapter and Lhe next address some of the iraportant
audio coding algorithms and standards deployed during the last decade. {n partic-
ular. we describe the lossy audio compression (LAC) algorithms in this chapter,
and the lossless audio coding (L7AC) schemes in Chapter 11.

Some of the LAC schemes (Figure 10.1) described in this chapter include
the ISO/MPEG codec series, the Sony ATRAC. the Lucent ‘Technologies
PAC/EPAC/MPAC. the Dolby AC-2/AC-3, the APT-x 100, and the DTS-coherent
acoustics.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 10.2 reviews the
MIDI standard. Section 10.3 serves as an introduction to the multichannel sur-
round sound format. Section 10.4 is dedicated to MPEG audio standards. In

particular, Sections 10.4.1 through 10.4.6, respectively, describe the MPEG-1,
MPEG-2 BC/LSF, MPEG-2 AAC, MPEG-4, MPEG-7, and MPEG-21 audio
standards. Section [0.5 presents the adaptive transform acoustic coding (ATRAC)
algorithm, the MiniDisc and the Sony dynamic digital sound (SDDS) systems.
Section 10.6 reviews the Lucent Technologies perceptual audio coder (PAC), the
enhanced PAC (EPAC), and the multichanne! PAC (MPAC) coders. Section 10.7
describes the Dolby AC-2 and the AC-3/Dalby Digital algorithms. Section 10.8
is devoted to the Audio Processing Technology — APTx-100 system. Finally,
in Section 10.9, we examine the principles of coherent acoustics in coding,
that are embedded in the Digital Theater Systems—Coherent Acoustics
(DTS-CA).

10.2 MIDI VERSUS DIGITAL AUDIO

The musical instrument digital interface (MIDI) encoding is an efficient way
of extracting and representing semantic features from audio signals [Lehr93]
[Penn95] [Hube98] [Whit00]. MIDI synthesizers, originally established in 1983,
are widely used for musical transcriptions. Currently, the MIDI standards are
governed by the MIDI Manufacturers Association (MMA) in collaboration with
the Japanese Association of Musical Electronics Industry (AMEI).

The digital audio representation contains the actual sampled audio data, while
a MIDI synthesizer represents only the instructions that are required to play
the sounds. Therefore, the MIDI data files are extremely small when com-
pared to the digital audio data files. Despite being able to represent high-quality
sterco data at 10-30 kb/s. there are certain limitations with MIDI forniats. In

particular, the MIDI protocol uses a slow serial interface for data streaming
at 31.25 kb/s [Foss95]. Moreover, MIDI is hardware dependent. Despite such
limitations. musicians prefer the MIDI standard because ofits simplicity and
high-quality sound synthesis capability.

10.2.1 MIDI Synthesizer

A simple MIDI system (Figure 10.2) consists of a MIDI controller, a sequencer.
and a MIDI sound module. The keyboard is an example of a MIDI controller
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~MPEG-1
(ISO/MEC 11172-3)
(ISOl92] [Bran94a]

¥
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I+) (ISO/IEC 13818-3)
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MPEG-2 AAC

ISO/IEC MPEG ,
Audio Standards —7 >| (SO/EC 13818-7)

[ISO197b] (Bosi97]

MPEG-4

|__»; (ISO/IEC 14496-3)
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Standards  
  

Dolby AC-3
[Fiel96] [Davis93]

 

  
  

Audio Processing
|__| Technology (APT-x 100)

[Wyli96b]
  

[DTS —Coherent |

  
——=- Acoustics

[Smyt96] [Smyt99]_ |

Figure 10.1. A list of some of the lossy audio coding algorithms.

that translates the music notes into a real-time MIDI datastream. The MIDI
data stream includes astart bit, 8 data bits, and one stop bit. A MIDI sequencer
captures the MID] data sequence, and allows for various manipulations (e.g.
editing, morphing, combining. ctc.). On the other hand a MIDI sound module
acts as a sound player.
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Figure 10.2, A aan MIDI system,

10.2.2 General MIDI (GM)

In order to facilitate a greater degree of file compatibility, the MMA developed
the general MIDI (GM)standard. The GMconstitutes a MIDI synthesizer with
a standard set of voices (16 categories of 8 different sounds = [6 x 8 = 128
sounds) that are fixed. Although the GM standard does not describe the sound
quality of synthesizer outputs, it provides details on the MIDI compatibility,
ie., the MIDI sounds composed on one sequencer can be reproduced or played
back on anyother system with reduced or no distortion. Different GM versions
are available in the market today, i.e. GM Level-1. GM Level-2, GMlite, and
scalable polyphonic MIDI (SPMIDI). Table 10.) summarizes the various GM
levels and versions,

10.2.3. MIDI Applications

MIDI has been successful in a wide range of applications including music-
retricval and classification [ManaQ2], music databases search [Kost96], musical
instrument control [MID03], MIDI karaoke players [MIDI], real-time object-
based coding [Bros03], automatic recognition of musical phrases |Kost96],
audio authoring [Mode98], waveform-editing [MIDI], singing voice synthe-
sis [Maco97], loudspeaker design [Bald96], and feature extraction [Kost95]. The
MPEG-4structured audio tool incorporates many MIDJ-like features. Other appli-
cations of MIDIare attributed to MIDI GM Level-2 [Mode00], XMIDI [LKur96],
and PCM to MIDI transportation [Mart02] [MID03] [MIDT].
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Table 10.1. General MIDI (GM) formats and versions. 

  
GMspecifications GM L-I GML-2 GMLite SPMIDI

Number of MIDI channels 16 16 16 16
Percussion (drumming) channel 10 10, 1] 10 =
Palyphony (voices) 24 voices 32 voices Limited =  

Other reluted information [MID03):
GML-2: This is the latest standard introduced with capabilities of cegistered parameter controllers,
MIDI wining. universal system exclusive messages. GM L-2 is backwards compatible with GM L-1
GMLite: As the name implies, this is a light version of GM L-1 andis intended for devices with
limited polyphony.
SPMIDI: Intended for mobile devices, SPMIDI. functions based on the fandamentals of GM Lite
and scalable polyphony. This GM standard has been adopted by the Third-Generation Partnership
Project (AGPP) for the multimedia messaging applications in cellular phones.

 

10.3 MULTICHANNEL SURROUND SOUND

Surround soundtracks (or channels) were included in motionpictures, in the early
1950s, in order to provide a more realistic cinema experience. Later, the pop-
ularity of surround sound resulted in its migration from cinema halls to home
theaters equipped with matrixed mullichannel sound(e.g., Dolby ProLogic™). This
can be attributed to the multichannel surround sound format [Bosi93} {Holm99|
[DOLBY] and subsequent improvements in the audio compression technology.

Until the early 1990s, almostall surround sound formats were based on matrix-
ing. i.e., the information fromall the channels (front and surround) was encoded
as a two-channel stereo as shown in Figure 10.3. In the mid-1990s, discrete
encoding. i.c., 5.1 separate channels of audio. was introduced by Dolby Labora-
tories and Digital Theater Systems (DTS).

10.3.1. The Evolution of Surround Sound

Table 10.2 fists some of the milestones in the history of multichanne! surround
sound systems. In the early 1950s, the first commercial multichannel sound
format was developed for cinema applications. “Quad” (Quadraphonic) was the
first home-multichanne! format, promoted in the early 1970s. But, due to some
incompatibility issues in the encoding/decoding techniques, the Quad was not
successful. In the mid-1970s, Dolby overcame the incompatibility issues asso-
ciated with the optical sound tracks and introduced a new format, called the
Dolby stereo, a special encoding technique that later became very popular. With
the advent of compact dises (CDs) in the early 1980s, high-performance sterco
systems became quite common. With the emergence of digital versatile discs
(DVDs) in 1995-1996, content creators began to distribute multichannel music in
digital format. Dolby laboratories, in 1992, introduced another coding algorithm
(Dolby AC-3, Section 10.7). called the Dolby Digital that offers a high-quality
multichannel (5.1-channel) surround sound experience. The Dolby Digital was
later chosen as the primary audio coding technique for DVDs and for digital
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audio broadcasting (DAB). The following year, Digital Theater Systems Inc.
(DTS) announced a newformat based on the Coherent Acoustics encoding prin-
ciple (DTS-CA). The same year, Sony proposed the Sony Dynamic Digital Sound
(SDDS) systemthat employs the Adaptive Transform Acoustic Coding (ATRAC)
algorithm. Lucent Technologies’ Multichannel Perceptual Audio Coder (MPAC)
also has a five-channel surround sound configuration, Moreover, the development
of two newaudio recording technologies. namely, the Meridian Lossless Packing
(MLP)and the Direct Stream Digital (DSD), for use in the DVD-Audio [DVD01]
and SACD [SACD02] formats, respectively, offer audiophiles listening eperi-
ences that promise to be more realistic.

10.3.2 The Mono, the Stereo, and the Surround Sound Formats

Figure 10.4 showsthe three most common soundformats, L.e., mona. stereo. and

surround. Mono is a simple method of recording sound onto a single channel
that is typically played back on one speaker. In stereo encoding, a two-channel
recording is employed. Stereo provides a soundfield in front, while the multichan-
nel surround sound provides multi-dimensional sound experience. The surround
sound systems typically employ a 5.1-channel configuration, i.e., sound tracks are
recorded using five main channels: left (L). cemter (C), right (R), left surround
(LS), and right surround (RS). In addition to these five channels. a sixth channel
called the low-frequency-effects (LFE) channel is used for the subwoofer. Since

range, it is referred as the .1-channel.

10.3.3 The ITU-R BS.775 5.1-Channel Configuration

In an effort to evaluate and standardize the so-called 5.1- or 3/2-

~ channel configuration. several technical documents appeared [Bosi93] [I[TUR94c]
[EBU99] [Holm99] [SMPTE99] [AES00] [Bosi0Q] [SMPTE02]. Various inter-
national standardization bodies became involved in multichannel algorithm
adoption/evaluation process. These include: the Audio Engineering Society

L et a L-total

  
Testa

Figure 10.3. Multichannel surround sound matrixing.
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‘Table 10.2. Milestones in multichannel surround sound.

  

 
Year Description

[94] Funtasia (Walt-Disney Productions) was the first motion picture to be
released in the multichannel format

1955 Introduetion ofthe first 35/70-mmmagnetic stripe capable of providing 4/6
channe]s

1972 Video cassette consumer format - mono (1 channel)

976 Delby’s stereo in optical format
978 Videocassette — stereo (2 channels)

979 Dolby’s frst stereo surround. called the split-surround soundformat, offered
3 screen channels, 2 surround channels, and a subwoofer (3/2/0.1)

982 Dolby surround format implemented on a compact dise (2 channel)
992 Dolby digital optical (5.1 channel)

1993 Digital Theater Systems (DTS)
1993-94 Sony Dynamic Digital Sound (SDDS) based on ATRAC
994 The ISONEC 13818-3 MPEG-2 Backward compatible audio standard

1995 Dolby digital chosen for DVD G.1 channel)
997 DVD video released in market (5.1 channel)

1998 Dolby digital selected for digital audio broadcasting (DAB) in US.
1999 Super Audio CD and DVD-Audiostorage formats
2000-- Direct Seam Digital (DSD) and Meridian Lossless Packing (MLD)

Technologies 

(AES), the European Broadcasting Union (EBV), the Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers group (SMPTE), the ISO/IEC MPEG, and the ITU-
Radio communication sector (ITU-R).

Figure 10.5 showsa 5.[-channel configuration described in the {TU-R BS.775-
I standard [[TUR94¢c]. Ideally, five full-bandwidth (150 Hz-20 kHz) loudspeak-
ers, ic., L, R, C, LS, and RS are placed on the circumferenceof a circle in the
following manner: the Jeft (L) and right (R) front loudspeakers are placedat the
extremities of an arc sublending, 29 = 60°, at the reference listening position
(see Figure 10.5), and the center (C) loudspeaker must be placed at 0° fromthe
listener’s axis. This enables the compatibility with the listening arrangement fora
conventional two-channel system. The two surroundspeakers, i.e., LS and RS are
usually placed at @ = 110° to 120° from the listener’s axis. In order to achieve
synchronization, the front and surround speakers must be equidistant, %, (usu-
ally 2—4 m) from the reference listening point, with their acoustic centers in the
horizontal plane as shownin the figure. The sixth channel, ie.. the LFE channel
delivers bass-only omnidirectional information (20-150 Hz). This is because low
frequencies imply longer-wavelengths where the ears are not sensitive to local-
ization. The subwoofer placement receives less attention in the ITU-R standard;
however, we note that the subwoofers are typically placed in a front corner (see
Figure 10.4). In [|Ohma97], Ingvar discusses the various problems associated with
the subwoofer placement, Moreover, [SMPTE02] provides of information onthe
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Left Center Right

lol
Sub-

woofer

fle al
Left Right

surround surround

 
Figure 10.4. Mono, stereo, and surround sound systems.

loudspeaker placement for audio monitoring. The [SMPTE99| specifies the audio
channel assignment andtheir relative levels for audio program recordings (3-6

~ audio channels) onto storage media for television sound.

10.4 MPEG AUDIO STANDARDS

MPEGis the acronymfor Moving Pictures Experts Group that forms a work-
group (WG-11) of ISOAEC JTC-1 subcommittee (SC-29). The main functions
of MPEGare: a) to publish technical results and reports related 10 audio/video
compression techniques: b) to define meansto multiplex (combine) video. audio,
and informationbitstreams into a single bitstream, and c) to provide descriptions
and syntax for lowbit rate audio/video coding tools for Internet and bandwidth-
restricted communications applications. MPEG standards do not characterize or
provide any rigid encoderspecifications, but ratherstandardizes the type ofinfor-
mationthat an encoder has to produce as well as the wayin whichthe decoderhas
to decompress this information. The MPEG workgroup has ils own official web-
page that can be accessed at |MPFG]. The MPEG video aspect of the standard is
beyond the scope ofthis book, however, we include some tutorial references and
relevant standards |LeGal92} [Scha95] [TSO-V96] [Hask97] |Mite97] [Siko97a]
[Siko97b].
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6= 30° a ee
g@= 110° to 120° [| Referencelistening position
az~v=2to4m
es @ Worst-case listening positions> ~ 0.65 to 0.85 m

Figure 10.5. A typical 3/2-channel configuration described in the ITU-R BS,775-1 stan-
dard [ITUR94c]. Lr left, C: center, R: right, LS: left surround, and RS: right surround
loud speakers. Nole that (he above figure is not according to a scale.

MPEG Audio - Background. MPEG has come a long way since the first
ISONEC MPEG standard was published in 1992. With the emergence of the Inter-
net, MPEG is nowalso addressing content-based multimedia descriptions and
database search. There are five different MPEG audio standards published, 1.e..
MPEG-1, MPEG-2 BC. MPEG-2 NBC/AAC, MPEG-4, and MPEG-7. MPEG-21
is being formed,

Before proceeding with the details of the MPEG audio standards, however,
it is necessary to discuss terminology and notation, The pheses correspond to
the MPEG audio standards type and to a lesser extent to their relative release

MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, etc. The favers represent a family of
MPEG standards. Only MPEG-1 and -2 are pro-

and -[1l; MPEG-2 layerI, -If, and
audio coding standardization

oen-| and -2) with new

time, e.g.

coding algorithms within the
vided with layers. Le... MPEG-I layer-l, -Il.
IL. The versions denote the various stages In the
phase. MPEG-4 was standardized in two stages (verst
functionality being added to the older version, The newer versions are back-
ward compatible to the older versions. Table 10.3 itemizes the various MPEG
audio standards andtheir specifications. A brief overviewof the MPEGstandards
follows.
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MPEG-1. After four years of extensive collaborative research by audio coding
experts worldwide, the first ISO/MPEGaudio coding standard, MPEG-1 [1SO192],
for VHS-stereo-CD-quality was adopted in 1992. The MPLG-1 supports videobit
rales up to about 1.5 Mb/s providing a Video Home System (VHS) quality. and
stereo audio at 192 kb/s. Applications of MPEG-| range from storing video and
audio on CD-ROMstoInternet streaming through the popular MPEG-1 layer TH
(MP3) format.

MPEG-2 Backward Compatible (BC). \n orderto extend the capabilities offered
by MPEG-1 to support the so-called 3/2 (or 5.t) channel format and to lacili-
late higher bit rates for video, MPKG-2 [TSOl94a] was published in 1994. The j
MPEG-2 standard supports digital video transmission in the range of 2-15 Mb/s
over cable, satellite, and other broadcast channels: audio coding is defined at the
bit rates of 64—192 kb/s/channel, Multichannel MPEG-2 is backward compatible
with MPEG-1, hence, the acronym MPEG-2 BC. The MPEG-2 BCstandard is
used in the high definition Television (HDTV) (ISOT94a] and produces the video
quality required in digital television applications.

MPEG-2 Nonhackward Compatible/Advanced Audio Coding (AAC). The back-
ward compatibility constraints imposed on the MPEG-2 BC/LSFalgorithm made
it impractical to code five channels at rates below 640 kb/s. As a result, MPEG
began standardization activities for a nonbackward compatible advanced coding
system targeting “indistinguishable” quality at a rate of 384 kb/s for five full
bandwidth channels. In less than three years. this effort led to the adoption of
the MPEG-2 nonbackward compatible/advanced audio coding (NBC/AAC) algo-
rithm [ISOI97b], a system that exceeded design goals and produced the desired
quality at only 320 kb/s for five full bandwidth channels.

MPEG-4, MPEG-4 was established in December 1998 after many proposed
algorithms were tested for compliance with the program objecuives established
by the MPEGcommittee. MPEG-4 video supports bit rates up to about | Gb/s.
The MPEG-4 audio [[SO[99] [ISOIN0] was released in several steps, resulling
in versions | and 2, MPEG-4 comprises an integrated family of algorithms with
wide-ranging provisions for scalable, object-based speech and audio coding atbit
rates from as low as 200 b/s up to 60 kb/s per channel. The distinguishing features
of MPhG-4 relative to its predecessors are extensive scalability, object-based rep-
resentutions, user interactivity/object manipulation, and a comprehensive set of
coding tools available to accommodate trade-offs between bit rate. complexity,
and quality. Very low rates are achieved through the use of structured represen-
tations for synthetic speech and music, such as text-to-speech and MIDI. The
standard also provides integrated coding tools that make use of different signal
models depending upon the desired bit rate, bandwidth, complexity, and quality.

MPEG-7, The MPEG-7 audio committee activities started in 1996. In less than
four years, a committee draft was finalized and the first audio standard address-
ing “multimedia content description interface” was published in September 2001.
MPEG-7 [ISOI01b] targets the content-based multimedia applications. In purtic-
ular, the MPEG-7 audio supports a broad range of applications — multimedia
digital libraries, broadcast media selection. multimedia editing and searching,

SSS ey ee
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MPEG AUDIO STANDARDS 275

wultimedia indexing/searching. Moreover. it provides ways for efficient audio
file retrieval and supports both the text-based and context-based queries.

MPEG-21. The MPEG-21 ISO/EC-21000 standard [MPEG] [ISO102a]
[ISOI03a] defines interoperable and highly automated tools that enable content
distribution across different terminals and networks in a programmed manner,
This structure enables end-users to have capabilities tor universal multimedia
access.

10.4.1 MPEG-1 Audio (ISO/IEC 11172-3)

The MPEG-) audio standard (SOMEC 1172-3) [ISO192] comprises a flexible
hybrid coding technique that incorporates several methods including subband
decomposition, filter-bank analysis, transform coding. entropy coding, dynamuc
bit allocation, nonuniform quantizauon, adaptive segmentation, and psychoa-
coustic analysis. MPEG-1 audio codec operates on 16-bit PCM input data at
sample rates of 32, 44.1, and 48 kHz. Moreover, MPEG-! offers separate modes
for mono, stereo, dual independent mono, and joint stereo. Available bit rates
are 32-192 kb/s for mono and 64-384 kb/s for stereo. Several tutonals on
the MPEG-1 standards {Noll93] [Bran94a] [Shli94] [Bran95] [Herr95] [Noll95]
{Pan95| [Noll97] [John99] have appeared. Chapter 5. Section 5./, presents step-
by-step procedure involvedin the ISO/IEC 11172-3 (MPEG-I, layer T) psychoa-
coustie model | [ISO192] simulation. We summarize these steps in the context
of MPEG-1 audio standard.

The MPEG-I architecture contains three layers of increasing complexity,
delay, and output quality. Each higher layer incorporates functional blocks from
the lower layers. Figure 10.6 shows the MPEG-] layer I/Il encoder block dia-
gram. The input signal ts first decomposed into 32 critically subsampled sub-
bands using a polyphase realization ofa pseudo-QMF (PQMF) bank (see also
Chapter 6). The channels are equally spaced such that a 48-kT]z, input signal is
split into 750-Hz subbands, with the subbands decimated 32:1. A 51 \th-order pro-
totypefilter was chosen such that the inherent overall POMF distortion remains
below the threshold of audibility. Moreover, the prototype filter was designed
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Figure 10.6. ISO/MPEG-} layer I/I] encoder.
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for a high sidelobe attenuation (96 dB) to insure that intrabandaliasing remains
negligible. For the purposes of psychoacoustic analysis and determination ofjust
noticeable distortion (JND) thresholds, a 512 (layer 1) or 1024 (ayer IM) point FFT
is computedin parallel with the subband decomposition for each decimated block
of J2 input samples (8 ms at 48 kHz). Next, the subbands are block companded
(normalized by a scale factor) such that the maximum sample amplitude in each
block is unity, then an ilerative bit allocation procedure applies the JND thresh-
olds to select an optimal guantizer from a predetermined set for each suoband.
Quantizers are selected such that both the masking andbit rate requirements are
simultaneously satisfied. In each subband, scule factors are quantized using 6 bits
and quantizer selections are encoded using +4 bits.

10.4.1.1 Layers fand if Forlayer I encoding. decimated subband sequences
are quantized andtransmitted to the receiver in conjunction with side information,
including quantized scale factors and quantizer selections. Layer LH improves
three portions of layer Lin order to realize enhanced output quality and reduce
bit rates al the expense of yreater complexity and increased delay. First, the
layer 1] perceptual model relies upon a higher-resolution FFT (1024 points) than
does layer 1 (512 points). Second. the maximum subband quantizer resolution
is increased from 15 to 16 bits. Despite this increase, a lower overall bit rate
is achieved by decreasing the number of available quantizers with increasing
subbandindex. Finally, scale factor side information is reduced while exploiting
temporal masking by considering properties of three adjacent 12-sample blocks
and optionally ansmitting one, two, or three scale factors plus a 2-bit side
parameter to indicate the scale factor mode. Average mean opinion scores (MOS)
of 4.7 and 4.8 were reported {Nol]93] for monaural layer I and layer I codecs
operating al 192 and 128 kb/s, respectively. Averages were computed overa
range oftest material.

10.4.1.2 Layer If The layer IT MPEG architecture (Figure 10.7) achieves
performance improvements by adding several important mechanisms on top of
the layer VII foundation. The MPEGlayer-I[ algorithm operates on consecutive
frames of data. Each frame consists of 1152 audio samples: a lrame ts further
split ilo two subframes of 576 samples each. A subframe is called a granule. Al
the decoder, every granule can be decoded independently. A hybrid filter bank
is introduced to increase frequency resolution and thereby better approximate
critical band behavior. The hybridfilter bank includes adaptive segmentation to
improve pre-ccho control. Sophisticated bit allocation and quantization strate-
gies that rely upon nonuniform quantization, analysis-by-synthesis, and entropy
coding are introduced to allow reduced bit rates and improved quality. The
hybridfiller bank is constructed by following each subbandfilter with an adap-
tive MDCT. This practice allows for higher-frequency resolution and pre-echo
control. Use of an 18-point MDCT, for example, improves frequency resolu-
tion to 41.67 Hz per spectral line. The adaptive MDCT switches between 6 and
18 points lo allow improved pre-echo control. Shorter blocks (4 ms) provide
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for temporal pre-masking of pre-cchoes during transients; longer blocks during
steady-state periods improve coding gain by reducing side information and hence
bit rates.

Bit allocation and quantization of the spectral lines are realized in a nested
loop procedure that uses both nonuniform quantization and Huffman coding. The
inner loop adjusts the nonuniform quantizer step sizes for each block until the
number ofbits required to encode the transform components falls within the bit
budget. The ouler loop evaluates the quality of the coded signal (anulysis-by-
synthesis) in terms of quantization noise relative to the JND thresholds. Average
MOS of 3.1 and 3.7 were reported [Noll93] for monaural layer H and layerII]
codecs operating at 64 kb/s.

10.4.1.3 Applications MPEG-1 has been successful in numerous applica-
tions. For example, MPEG-1 layer U1 has become the standard for transmis-
sion and storage of compressed audio for both World Wide Web (WWW) and
handheld media applications (c.g.. [Pod™). In these applications, the “MP3”
label] denotes MPEG-1, layer IIL Note that MPEG-I audio coding has steadily
gained acceptance andultimately has been deployed in several other large scale
systems, including the European digital radio (DBA) or Eureka [Jurg96], the
direct broadcast satellite or “DBS” [Prit9Q], and the digital compact cassette or
“DCC” [Lokh92]. In particular, the Philips Digital Compact Cassette (DCC) is an
example of a consumer product that essentially implements the 384 kb/s stereo
mode of MPEG-] layer I. A discussion of the precision adaptive subband coding
(PASC) algorithm and other elements of the DCCsystem are given m [Lokh92]|
and [Hoog94].

= The collaborative European Advanced Communications Technologies andSer-
vices (ACTS) program adopted MPEG audio and video as the core compression
technology for the Advanced Television at LowBit rates And Networked Transmis-
sion over Integrated Communication systems (ATLANTIC) project.ATLANTIC
is a system intended to provide functionality for television program production
and distribution [Stor97] [Gile98]. This system pased new challenges for MPEG
deployment such as seamless bitstream (source) switching [[aub98] and robust
transcoding (tandem coding). Bitstream (source) switching becomes nontrivial
whendifferent bil rates and/or MPEG layers are associated with different program
sources. Robust transcodingis also essential in the video production environment.
Ldiling tasks inevitably require retrieval of compressed bit streams from archival
storage, processing of program material in uncompressed form, and then replace-
mentofthe recoded compressed bit stream to the archival system. Unfortunately,
transcoding is neither guaranteed nor likely to preserve perceptual noise mask-
ing [Rits96]. The ATLANTIC designers proposeda buried data “MOLE”signal to
mitigate and in some cases eliminate transcoding distortion for cascaded MPEG-1
layer I codecs |Flet98]. ideally allowing downstream tandem stages to preserve
the original bit stream. The idea behind the MOLEis to apply the samesel of quan-
tizers to the same scl of data in the downstream codecs as in the original codec.
The output bit stream will then be identical to the original bit stream, providedthat
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numerical precision in the analysis filler banks does not bias the data [tenK9O6b].
It is possible in a cascade of MPEG-1 layer II codecs to regenerate the same set
of decimated subband sequences in the downstream codec filter banks as in the
original codecfilter bank if the full-band PCMsignal is properly time alignedat the
input to each cascaded stage. Essentially, delays at the filter-bank input must cor-
respond to inleger delays at the subband level [tenK96b], and the analysis frames
must contain the same block of data in cach analysis filter bank. The MOLEsignal,
therefore, provides downstreamcodecswith timing synchronization, bit allocation,
and scale-factor information for the MPEG bit stream on each frame. The MOLE

is buried in the PCM samples between tandem stages and remains inaudible by
occupying the LSB of each 20-bit PCM word. Although optimal ume-alignment
between codecs is possible even without the MOLE [tenK96b], there is unfortu-
nately no easy wayto force selectionof the sameset of quantizers and thus preserve
the bit stream.

The widespread use and maturity of MPEG-! relative to the more recent
standards provided several concrete examples for the above discussion of MPEG-
1 audio applications. Various real-time implementation schemes of MPEG-1
layers-I, II, and II codecs were proposed [Gbur96] [Hans96] [Main96] [Wang01].
We will next consider the MPEG-2 BC/LSF, MPEG-2 AAC, the MPEG-4, and
the MPEG-7 algorithms. The discussion will focus primarily upon architectural
novelties and differences with respect to MPEG-1.

10.4.2 MPEG-2 BC/LSF(ISO/IEC-13818-3)

MPEG-2 BC/LSF Audio[Stol93a] (Gril94] [ISO194a] [Stol96] extends the capa-
bilities offered by MPEG-I to support the so-called 3/2-channel format with left
(L), right (R), center (C), and left and right surround (LS and RS) channels. The
MPEG-2 BC/LSE audio standard is backward compatible with MPEG-1, which
means that the 3/2 channel information transmitted by an MPEG-2 encodercan
be appropriately decoded for 2-channel presentation by an MPEG-1 receiver.
Another important feature that was implemented in MPEG-2 BC/LSFis the
multilingual compatibility. The acronym BC corresponds to the backward compat-
ibility of MPEG-2 towards MPEG-1, and the extension of sampling frequencies
to lower ranges (16, 22.05, and 24 kHz) is denoted by LSF. Several tutorials on
MPEG-2 [Noll93] |Noll95] [John99} have appeared. Meares and Theile studied
the potential application of matrixed surround sound |Mear97] in MPEG audio
algorithins.

10.4.2.1 The Backward Compatibility Feature Depending on the bit-
demand constraints, interchannel dependencies, and the complexity allowed at
the decoder, different methods can be employed to realize compatibility between
the 3/2- and 2-channel formats. These methods incJude mid/side (MS), intensity
coding, simulcast, and matrixing. The MS and intensity coding techniques
are particularly handy when bit demand imposed by multiple independent
channels exceeds the bit budget. The MS schemeis carefully controlled [Davi98]
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lo maintain compatibility among the mono, stereo. and the surround sound
formats. Intensity coding, also known as channel coupling, is a multichanne)
irelevancyreduction coding technique that exploits properties of spatial hearing.
Theidea behind intensity coding is to transmit only one envelope with some
side information instcad of two or more from independent channels. The side
information consists of a set of cocfficients that is used to recover individual
spectra from the intensity channel. The simulcast encoding involves transmission
of both stereo and multichannel bitstreams. Two separate bitstreams, i¢., ove
for 2-channel stereo and another one for the multichannel audio are transmitted,
resulting in reduced coding efficiency.

MPEG-2 BC/LSFemploys matrixing techniques [tenk92] [tenK94] [Mear97]
to down-mix the 3/2 channel format to the 2-channel format. Down-mixing

capability is essential for the 5.1-channel system since many of the playback
systems are stereophonic or even monaural. Figure 10.8 depicts the matrix-
ing technique employed in the MPEG-2 BC/LSF and can be mathematically
expressed as follows

Ltotal=x(L+yC + 2Ly) (10.4)

R_total =x(R+9C 4+2R,). (10.2)

where x, y, and z are constants specified by the IS-13818-3 MPEG-2 stan-
dard [[SO14a]. In Eqs. (10.1) and (10.2), £. C. Rk, £,. and Ry represent the
3/2-channel configuration and the parameters L_tutal and R_total correspond to

~ the 2-channel format.

Three different choices are provided in the MPEG-2 audio standard []SO]94a]
for choosing the values of x. y, and z to perform the 3/2-channel to 2-channel
down-mixing. These include:

 I 1 I
Choicel : he = ECTi (10.3)

ee fe sD a
2 I

Choice?: YS oy = = and z= = (10.4)
3+ 72° 2

Choice3 : x=ely=l; andz=] (10.5)

The selection ofthe down-mixing parameters is encoder dependent. The availabil-
ity of the basic stereo format channels, i.c., L_fotal and R_total and the surround
sound extension channels, i.c., C.L,, and R, at the decoder helps to decode both
3/2-channel and 2-channel bitstreams. This insures the backwards compaubility
in the MPEG-2 BC/LSFaudio coding standard.

10.4.2.2 MPEG-2 BC/LSF Encoder The steps involved in the reduction
of the objective redundancies and the removal of the perceptual irrelevancies in
MPEG-2 BC/LSF encodingare the same as in MPEG-1 audio standard. However.
the differences arise from employing multichannel and multilingual bitstream
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Figure 10.8. Muluchannel surround sound matrixing: (a) encoder (b) decoder.

format in the MPEG-2 audio. A mairixing module is used for this purpose.
Another important feature employed in the MPEG-2 BC/LSFis the “dynamic
cross-talk.” a multichannel irrelevancy reduction technique. This feature exploits
properties of spatial hearing and encodes only one envelope instead of two or
more together with someside information(i.e., scale factors). Notethat this tech-
nique is in some sense similar to the intensily coding that we discussed earlier,
In summary matrixing enables backwards compatibility between the MPEG-2
and MPEG-1! bitstreams, and dynamic cross-talk reduces the interchannel red-
undancies.

In Figure 10.9, first the segmented audio frames are deeomposed into 32 crit-
ically subsampled subbands using a polyphase realization of a pseudo QM
(PQMEF) bank. Next, a martrixing modile 1s employed [or down-miaing pur-
poses. Matrixing results in two stereo-format channels, ie.. L total and R_total
and three extension channels, ie. C. L,, and R,, In order to remove staustical
redundancies associated with these channels a second-orderlinear predictor 1s
employed [Fuch93] [[SO194a], The predictor coefficients are updated on each
subband using a backward adaptive LMS algorithm [Widr$5]. The resulting
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prediction erroris further processed to eliminate interchannel dependencies. IND
thresholds are computed in parallel with the subband decomposition for each
decimated block. A bit-allocation procedure similar to the one in the MPEG-1
audio standard is used to estimate the number of appropriate bits required for
quantizauion,

10.4.2.3 MPEG-2 BC/LSF Decoder Synchronization followedhyerrordet-
ection and correction are performed first at the decoder. Then the coded audio
bitstream is de-multiplexed into the individual subbands of each audio channel.
Next, the subband signals are converted to subband PCMsignals, based on the
instructions in the header and the side information transmitted for every subband.
De-matrixing is performed to compute L and R bitstreams as follows:

L_total
Les ——(yC +h) (10.6)\

R total
R — (yC + zRy) (10.7)

where x. v, and z are constants and are known at the decoder. The inverse-
quantized, de-matrixed subband PCMsignals are then inverse-fillered to recon-
struct the full-band time-domain PCMsignals for each channel.

The second MPEG-2 standard, i.c.. the MPEG-2 NBC/AAC,sacrificed back-

ward MPEG-1 compatibility to eliminate quantization noise unmasking arti-
facts [tenK94], which are potentially introduced by the forced backward com-
patibility.

10.4.3 MPEG-2 NBC/AAC (ISO/IEC-13818-7)

The 11172-3 MPEG-1 and 1813818-3 MPEG-2 BC/LSE ave standardized algo-
rithms for high-quality coding of monaural and stereophonic program material.
Bythe carly ]990s, however, the demand for high-quality coding of multichannel
audio at reducedbit rates had increasedsignificantly. The backwards compatibil-
ity constraints imposed on the MPEG-2 BC/LSF algorithm made it impractical
to code S-channel program material at rates below 640 kb/s. As a result, MPEG
began standardization activities for a nonbackward compatible advanced cod-
ing system targeting “indistinguishable” quality [I[TOR91] [ISO196a] atarate of
384kb/s for five full-bandwidth channels. In less than three years, this effort led
to the adoption of the 1$13818-7 MPEG-2 Non-backward Compatible/Adyanced
Audio Coding (NBC/AAC)algorithm [ISO197b]. a system that exceeded design
goals and produced the desired quality at 320 kb/s for five full-bandwidth chan-
nels. While similar in many respects to its predecessors, the AAC algorithm
|Bosi96] [Bosi87] [Bran97] [John99] achieves performance improvements by in-
corporating coding tools previously not foundin the standards such as filter-bank
window shape adaptation, spectral coeflicient prediction, temporal noise shap-
ing (TNS$), and bandwidth- and bit-rate-scaleable operation, Bit rate and quality
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improvementsare also realized throughthe use of a sophisticated noiseless coding
scheme integrated with a two-stage bil allocation procedure. Moreover, theAAC
algorithm contains scalability and complexity management tools not previously
included with the MPEG algorithms. As far as applications are concerned, the
AACalgorithm is embeddedin the atob™and LiquidAudio™players for stream-
ing of high-fidelity stereophonic audio. It is also a candidate for standardization
in the United States Digital Audio Radio (LS DAR) project. The remainder of
this section describes some of the features unique to MPEG-2 AAC.

The MPEG-2 AAC algorithm (Figure 10.10) is organized as a set of coding
tools. Depending upon available CPUor channel resources and desired quality,
one can select trom among three complexity “profiles,” namely main, low, and
scalable sample rate profiles. Each profile recommendsa specific combination of
tools. Our focus here is on the complete set of tools available for main profile
coding, which works as follows.

10.4.3.1 Filter Bank First. a high-resolution MDCTfilter bank abtains a spec-
(ral representation of the input. Like previous MPEG coders, the AAC filter-bank
resolution is signal adaptive. Quasi-stationary segments are analyzed with a 2048-
point window, while transients are analyzed with a block of eight 256-point
windows to maintain time synchronization for channels using different filler-
bank resolutions during multichannel operations. The frequency resolution 1s
therefore 23 Hz for a 48-kHz sample rate. and the time resolution is 2.6 ms.
Unlike previous MPEG coders, however, AACeliminates the hybridfiller bank
and relies on the MDCTexclusively. The AAC filter bank is also uniquein its
ability to switch between twodistinct MDCT analysis window shapes, 1.e., a sine
window(Eq. (10.8)) and a Kaiser-Bessel designed (KBD) window(Eq. (10.9).
Given specific input signal characteristics, the idea behind windowshape adap-
tation is to optimize filler-bank frequency selectivity in order to localize the
supra-masking threshold signal energy in the fewest spectral coefficients. This
strategy seeks essenUally to maximize the perceptual coding gain ofthe filler
bank. While both windowssatisfy the perfect reconstruction and aliasing cancel-
lation constraints of the MDCT. they offer different spectral analysis properties.
The sine windowis given by

, 1 Awn) = sin (« + 3) || (10.8)
for0 <n < M — |, where M is the numberof subbands. This particular window
is perhaps the most popular in audio coding. In fact. this windowhas become
standard in MDCTaudioapplications, and its properties are typically referenced
as performance benchmarks when new windows are proposed. The so-called
KBD window was obtained in a procedure devised at Dolby Laboratories, by
applying a transformation of the form

 

w,(n) = w, (2) = Sasa Osn< M, (10.9)
25529 0G)
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where the sequence v(n) represents the symmetric kernel. The resulting identical
analysis and synthesis windows, w,(2) and w,(7), respectively, are of length
M +1 and symmetric, ie, w(2M —n— 1) = w(r), More detailed explanation
on the MDCT windows is given in Chapter 6, Section 6.7.

A filter-bank simulation exemplifying the performance of the two windows,
sine and KBD, for the MPEG-2 AAC algorithm follows. A sine window is

selected when narrow pass-bandselectivity is more beneficial than strong stop-
band attenuation. For example, sounds characterized by a dense harmonic struc-
ture (less than 140 Hz spacing) such as harpsichord or pitch pipe benefit from
a sine window. On the other hand. a Kaiser-Bessel designed (KBD) windowis
selected in cases for which stronger stop-band attenuation is required, or for situ-
ations in which strong components are separated by more than 220 Hz. The KBD
window in AAChas its origins in the MDCTfilter bank windowdesignedat
Dolby Labs for the AC-3 algorithm using explicit perceptual criteria. By sacrific-
ing pags-bandselectivity, the KBD windowgains improved stop-band attenuation
rclative to the sine window. In fact, the stop-band magnitude response is below
a conservative composite minimum masking threshold for a tonal masker at
the center of the pass-band. A KBD versus sine window simulation example
(Figure 10.11) for a signal containing 300 Oz plus 3 harmonies shows the KBD
potential for reduced bil allocation. A imasking threshold estimate generated by
MPEG-] psychoacoustic model 2 is superimposed (red line). It can be seen that.
for the given input, the KBD windowts advantageous in terms of supra-threshold
component munimization. All of the MDCT components below the superimposed
masking threshold will potentially require allocations of zero bits. This tradeolt
can ultimately lead to a lowerbit rate. Details of the minimum masking template
design procedure are given in [Davi94] and [Fiel96].

10.4.3.2 Spectral Prediction The AACalgorithm realizes improved coding
efficiencyrelative to its predecessors by applying prediction over time to the wans-
form coefficients below 16 kHz. as was done previously in [Mahi89] [Fuch93]
[Fuch95]. In this case, the spectral prediction tool is applied only during long anal-
ysis windows andthen only if a bit-rate reduction is obtained when coding the
prediction residuals instead ofthe original coefficients. Side information is mini-
mal, sce the second-orderlattice predictors are updated on each frame using a
backward adaptive LMS algorithm. The predictor banks, which can beselectively
activatedfor individual quantizationscale-factor bands. produced an improvement
for a fixed bit rate of +1 point on the ITU 5-point impairmentscale forthecritical
pitch pipe and harpsichordtest material.

10.4.3.3 Bit Allocation Thebit allocation and quantization strategies inAAC
bear some similarities to previous MPEGcoders in that they make use of a
nested-loop iterative procedure, and in that psychoacoustic masking thresholds
are obtained from an un alysis model similar to MPEG-1, model recommendation
number two. Both lossy and lossless coding blocks are intcgrated into the rate-
control loop structure so that redundancy removal and irrelevancy reduction are
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Figure 10.11. Comparison of the MPEG-2 AAC MDCTanalysis filter-bank outputs for
the sinc window ys. the KBD window.

simultaneously affected in a single analysis-by-synthesis process. The scheme
works as follows. As in the case of MPEG-1, layer III, theAACcoefficients are
grouped into 49 scale-factor bands that mimic the auditory system’s frequency
resolution.

In the nested-loop allocation procedure, the inner loop adjusts scale-factor
quantizer step sizes in increments of 1.5 dB (approximates intensity difference
limen (DL)) and obtains Huffman codewords for both quantizedscale factors and
quantized coefficients until the desired bit rate is achieved, Then, in the outer
loop, the quantization noise introduced by the inner loop is compared to. the
masking threshold in order to assess noise audibility, Undereoded seale factor
bands are amplified to force increased coding precision, and then the inner loop
is called again for compliance with the desired bit rate. A best result is stored
after each iteration since the two-loopprocess is not guaranteed to converge. AS
with other algorithms such as the MPEG-1 layerIIL and the Lucent Technologies
PAC [John96c], a bit reservoir is maintained to compensate for time-varying
perceptual bit-rate requirements.

10.4.3.4 Noiseless Coding The noiseless coding block [Quac?7| embedded
in the rate-contro} loop has several innovative features as well, Twelve Huffman
code books are available for 2- and 4-tuple blocks of quantized coefficients. Sec-
tioning and merging techniques are applied to maximize redundancy reduction.
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Individual code books are applied to time-varying “sections” of scale-factor
bands, and the sections are defined on each frame through a greedy merge algo-
rithin that minimizes the bit rate. Grouping across time and intraframe frequency
interleaving of coefficients prior to code-book application are also applied to
maximize zero coefficient runs and further reduce bit rates.

10.4.3.5 Other Enhancements Relative to MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 BC/LSF,

other enhancements have also been embedded in AAC. For example, the AAC algo-
rithm has an embedded TNS module [Herr96] for pre-echo control (Section 6.9),
a special profile for sample-rate scalability (SSR), and time-varying as well as
frequency subband selective application of MS and/or intensity stereo coding for
5-channel inputs [John96b].

10,4.3.6 Performance Incorporation of the nonbackward compatible coding
enhancements proved to be a judicious strategy for the AAC algorithm. In inde-
pendent listening tests conducted worldwide [ISO]96d], the AAC algorithm met
the strict ITU-R BS.1116 criteria for indistinguishable quality [ITUR94b] at a

~rate of 320 kb/s for five full-bandwidth channels [Kirb97]. This level of quality
was achieved with a manageable decoder complexity. Two-channel. real-time
AAC decoders were reported to run on 133-MHz Pentium platforms using 40%
and 25%of available CPU resources for the main and low-complexity profiles,
respectively [(Quac98a].MPEG-2 AAC maintainedits presence as the core “time-
frequency” coder reference mode! for the MPEG-4 standard.

10.4.3.7 Reference ModelValidation (RM) Before proceeding with a dis-
cussion of MPEG-4, wefirst considera significant system-level aspect of MPEG-
2 AACthat also propagated into MPEG-4. Both algorithms are structured in terms
of so-called reference models (RMs), In the RMapproach, generic coder blocks or
tools (e.g., perceptual model, filter bank, rate-control loop, elc.) adhere to a set of
defined interfaces. The RM therefore facilitates the testing of incremental single
block improvements without disturbing the existing macroscopic RMstructure.
For instance, one could devise a new psychoacoustic analysis model thatsatisfies
the AAC RMinterface and thensimply replace the existing RM perceptual model
in the reference software with the proposed model. It is then a straightforward
matter lo construct performance comparisons between the RM method andthe
proposed method in terms of quality, complexity, bit rate, delay, or robustness.
The RMdefinitions are intended to expedite the process of evolutionary coder
improvements.

Tnfact. several practical AAC improvementshavealready been analyzedwithin
the RM framework. For example, a backward predictor was proposed [Yin97] as
a replacement for the existing backward adaptive LMS predictors. This method
that relies upon a block LPC estimation procedure rather than a running LMS
estimation, was reported to achieve comparable quality with a 38%(instruction)
complexity reduction | Yin97]. This contribution was significant in light ofthe fact
that the spectral prediction tool in the AAC main profile decoder constitutes 40%
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of the computational complexity [Yin97]. Decoder complexity is further reduced
since the block predictors only require updates when the prediction module has
been enabled rather than requiring sample-by-sample updating regardless ofacti-
vation status. Forward adaptive predictors have also been investigated [Ojan99].
In another example of RM efficacy, improvements to the AAC noiseless coding
module were reported in [Taka97]. A modification to the greedy merge section-
ing algorithm was proposed in which high-magnitude spectral peaks that tended
to degrade Huffman coding efficiency were coded separately. The improvement
yielded consistent bit-rate reductions up to 11%. In informallistening tests it
was found that the bit savings resulted in higher quality at the same bit rate. In
yet another example of RM innovation aimed at improving quality for a given
bit rate, product code VQ techniques [Gers92] were applicd to increase AAC
scale-factor coding efficiency [Sree98a]. In the proposed scheme, scale-factors
are decorrelated using a DCT andthen grouped into subvectors for quantization
by a product code VQ. The method is intended primarily for low-rate coding,
since the side information bit burdenrises from roughly 6% at 64 kb/s to in some
cases 25% at 16 kb/s. As expected, subjective tests reflected an insignificant qual-
ity improvement at 64 kb/s. Onthe other hand, the reduction in bits allocated to
side information at low rates (e.g.. 16 kb/s), allowed more bits for spectral coef-
ficient coding, and therefore produced mean improvements of +0.52 and +0.36
on subjective differential improvementtests at bit rates of 16 and 40 kb/s, respec-
tively (Sree98b]. Additionally, noise-to-mask ratios (NMRs) were reduced by as
much as —2.43 for the “harpsichord” critical test item at 16 kb/s. Several archi-
teclures forMPEG-2 AAC real-time implementations were proposed. Some of
these include [Chen99] [Hilp98] [Geye99] [Saka00] [Hong0!] [RettO1] [TakaO!]
[Duen02] |'Tsai02].

10.4.3.8 Enhanced AAC in MPEG-4 Thenext section is concerned with the
multimodal MPEG-4 audio standard, for which the MPEG-2 AAC RM core was
selected as the “time-frequency” audio coding RM with some improvements. For
example, perceptual noise substitution (NS) was included [Herr98a] as part of
the MPEG-4 AAC RM. Moreover. the long-term prediction (LTP) {Ojan99] and
transform-domain weighted interleave VQ (TwinVQ) |[Iwak96] modules became
part of the MPEG-4 audio, LTPafter the MPEG-2 AAC prediction block provides
a higher coding precision fortonal signals, while the TwinVO provided scalability
and ultra-lowbit-rate audio coding.

10.4.4 MPEG-4 Audio (ISO/IEC 14496-3)

The MPEG-4 ISO/IEC-14496 Part 3 audio was adopted in December 1998 alter
many proposed algorithms were tested [Cont?6] [Edle96a] [ISOL9G6b] [ISOL96c]
for compliance with the program objectives [1SO194b]established by the MPEG
committee. MPEG-4 audio (Figure 10,12) encompasses a great deal more fune-
tionality than just perceptual coding |Koen96] [Koen98] | Koen99]. It comprises
an integrated family of algorithms with wide-ranging provisions for scalable,
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Figure 10.12. An overview of the MPEG-4 audio coder,

object-based speech and audio coding at bit rates from as low as 200 b/s up
to 64 kb/s per channel. The distinguishing features of MPEG-4 relative to its
predecessors are extensive scalability, object-based representations, user inter-
activily/object manipulation, and a comprehensive set of coding tools available
to accommodate almost any desired tradeoff between bil rate, complexity, and
quality. Efficient and flexible coding of different content (objects) such as nat-
wil audio/speech and synthetic audio/speech became indispensable for some of
the innovative multimedia applications. To facilitate this. MPEG-4 audio pro-
vides coding and composition of natural and synthetic audio/speech content at
various bit rates. Very lowrates are achicvedthroughthe use of structured repre-
sentations for synthetic speech and music. such as text-to-speech and MIDI. For
higherbit rates and “natural audio” speech and music, the standard provides inte-
grated coding tools that make use ofdifferent signal models, the choice of which
is made depending upon desired bit rate, bandwidth, complexity, and quality.
Coding tools are also specified in terms of MPEG-4 “profiles” that essentially
recommend tool sets for a given level of functionality and complexity. Beyond
its provisions specific to coding of speech and audio, MPEG-4 also specilies
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numerous sophisticated system-level functions for media-independent transport,
efficient buffer management, syntactic bitstream descriptions, and time-stamping
for synchronization of audiovisual information units.

10.4.4.1 MPEG-4 Audio Versions The MPEG-4 audiostandard was released

in several steps due to timing constraints. This resulted in two different versions
of MPEG-4. Version | [ISQI99] was standardized in February 1999, followed
by version 2 [[SOI00] (also referred as Amendment | to version 1) in February
2000. New amendments for bandwidth extension, parametric audio extension,
MP3 on MP4, audio lossless coding, and scalable to lossless coding have also
been considered in the MPEG-4 audio standard.

MPEG-4 Audio Version 1. The MPEG-4 audio version 1 comprises the major-

ity of the MPEG-4audiotools. These are general audio coding. scalable coding,
speech coding techniques, structured audio coding. and text-to-speech synthetic
coding. These techniques can be grouped intd two main categories, 1.€.. natu-
ral (Quac98b| and synthetic audio coding [Vaan00]. The MPEG -4 natural audio
coding part describestraditional type speech coding and high-quality audio cod-
ing algorithms at bil rates ranging from 2 kb/s to 64 kb/s and above. Three types
of coders enable hierarchical (scalable) coding in MPEG-4 Audio version- | at dif-
ferent bit rates. Firstly, at lower bit rates ranging from 2 kb/s to 6 kb/s, parametric
speech coding is employed. Secondly, a code excited linear predictive (CELP)
coding is used for mediumbit rates between 6 kb/s and 24 kb/s. Finally, for the
higherbit rates typically ranging from 24 kb/s, transform-based(time-frequency)
general audio coding techniques are applied. The MPEG-4 svathetic audio cod-
ing part describes the text-to-speech (TTS) and structured audio synthesis tools.
Typically, the structuredtools are used to provide effects like echo, reverberation,
and chorus effects; the TTS synthetic tools generate synthetic speech from text
parameters.

MPEG-4 Audio Version 2. While remaining backwards compauble with MPEG-
4 version 1, version 2 adds newprofiles that incorporate a number of significant
system-level enhancements. These includeerror robustness. low-delay audio cod-
ing, small-step scalability. and enhanced composition {Purn99b]. At the system
level. version 2 includes a media independent bit stream format that supports
seaming, editing, local playback, and interchange of contents. Furthermore in
version 2, an MPEG-J programmatic systemspecifies an application programming
interface (APT) for interoperation of MPEGplayers with JAVA. Version 2 offers
improved audio realism in sound rendering. Newtools allow parameterization of
the acoustical properties of an audio scene, enabling features such as immersive
audiovisual rendering. roomacoustical modeling, and enhanced3-D sound presen-
tation. Newerrorresilience techniques in version 2 allow both equal and unequal
error protection for the audiobit streams. Low-delay audio coding is employed at
low bit rates where the coding delay is significantly high. Moreover. to facilitate
the bit rate scalability in small steps, version 2 provides a highly desirable tool
called small-step scalability or fine-grain scalability. Pext-to-speech (TTS) tnter-
faces from version | are enhancedin version 2 wilh a mark-up TTS intended for
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applications such as speech-enhanced web browsing, verbal email, andstory-teller
on demand. Markup TTS has the ability to process HTML, SABLE,and facial
animation parameter (FAP) bookmarks.

10.4.4.2 MPEG-4 Audio Profiles Although many coding and processing
tools are avatlable in MPEG-4 audio, cost and complexity constraints often dic-

tate that il is not practical to implement all of themin aparticular system. Version
| therefore defines four complexity-ranked audio profiles intended to help sys-
tem designers in the task of appropriate tool subset selection. Ja order of bitrate,
theyare as follows. The lowrate synthesis audio profile provides only wavetable-
basedsynthesis and a text-to-speech (TTS) interface. For natural audio processing
capabilities. the speech audio profile provides a very-low-rate speech coder and a
CELP speech coder. The scalable audio profile offers a superset of the first two
profiles. With bit rates ranging from 6 to 24 kb/s and bandwidths from 3.5 to
9 kHz,this profile is suitable for scalable coding of speech, music, and synthetic
music in applications such as Internet streaming or narrow-band audio digital
broadcasting (NADIB). Finally. the main audio profile is a superset of all other
profiles, and it contains tools for both natural and synthetic audio.

10.4.4.3 MPEG-4 Audio Tools Unlike MPEG-1 and MPEG-2, the MPEG-

4 audio describes not only a set of compression schemes but also a complete
functionality for a broad range of applications from low-bit-rate speech coding
to high-quality audio coding or music synthesis. This feature is called the «ti-
versality. MPEG-4 enables scalable audio coding, Le., variable rate encoding is
provided to adapt dynamically to the varying transmission channel capacity. This
properlyis called scalability. One of the main features of the MPEG-4 audiois
its ability to represent the audiovisual content as a set of objects. This enables
the content-based interactivity.

Natural Audio Coding Tools. MPEG-4 audio [Koen99] integrates a set of tools
(Figure 10.13) for coding ofnatural sounds [Quac98b] at bit rates ranging from
as low as 200 b/s up to 64 kb/s per channel. For speech and audio, three distinct
algorithms are integrated into the framework. These include parametric coding.
CELP coding, and transform coding. The parametric coding is employed for
bit rates of 2—4 kb/s and 8 kHz sampling rate as well as 4-16 kb/s and 8 or
16 kHz sampling rates (Section 9.4). For higher quality, narrow-band (8 kHz
sampling rate) and wideband (16 kHz) speech is handled by a CELP speech codec
operating between 6 and 24 kb/s. For generic audio at bit rates above 16 kb/s,
a Uime/frequency perceptual coder is employed, and, in particular, the MPEG-
2 AAC algorithm with extensions for fine-grain bit-rate scalability [Park97] is
specified in MPEG-4 version 1 RMas the time-frequency coder. The multimodal
framework of MPEG-4 audio allows the userto tailor the coder characteristics
to the program material.

Synthetic Audio Coding Tools. While the earlier MPEGstandards treated only
natural audio program material, the MPEG-4 audio achieves very-low-rate coding
by supplementing its natural audio coding techniques with tools for synthetic
audio processing [Sche98a] [ScheOI] and interfaces for structured, high-level
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Figure 10.13, [ISO/IEC MPEG-4 integrated tools for audio coding ([Koen99]).

audio representations. Chief among these are the text-to-speech interface (TTSD
and methods for score-driven synthesis. The TTSI provides the capability for
200-1200 b/s transmission of synthetic speech that can be represented in terms
ofeither text only or text plus prosodic parameters such as a pitch contouror a
set of phoneme durations, Also, one can specify the age, gender, and speech rate
of the speaker. Additionally, there are facilities for lip synchronization contrel,
international language, and dialect support, as well as controls for pause. resume,
and jump forward/backward. The TTST specifies only an interface rather than a
normative speech synthesis methodology in order to maximize implementation
flexibility.

Beyondspeech, general music synthesis capabilities in MPEG-4 are provided
by a set of structured audio tools [Sche98a] [Sche98d] [Sche98e]. Synthetic
sounds are represented using the structured audio orchestra language (SAOL).
SAOL[Sche98d] treats music as a collection of instruments. Instruments are
then ueated as small networks ofsignal-processing primitives, all of which can
be downloaded to a decoder. Some ofthe available synthesis methods include
wayetable, FM, additive, physical modeling, granular synthesis, or nonparametric
hybrids of any of these methods [Sche98c]. An excellent tutorial on these and
other structured audio methods and applications appeared in {Verc98J. The
SAOL instruments are controlled at the decoder by “scores” orscripts in the
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structured audio score language (SASL). A score is a time-sequenced set of
commands that invokes various instruments at specific Unies to contribute their
outputs to an overall performance. SASLprovides significant flexibilityin that not
only can instruments be controlled, but the existing sounds can be moditied. For
those situations in which fine control is not required, structured audio in MPEG-
4 also provides backward corapatibility with the MIDI protocol. Moreover, a
standardized “wavetable bank format” is available for low-functionality termi-
nals [Koen99]. In the next seven subsections, i.c., 10.4.4.4 through 10.4.4.10, we
describe in detail the features and tools (Figure 10.12) integrated in the MPEG-
4 audio.

10.4.4.4 MPEG-4 General Audio Coding The MPEG-4 Gencral Audio

Coder (GAC) [Gril99] has the most vital and versatile functionality associated
with the MPEG-4 tool-set that covers the arbitrary natural audio signals. The
MPEG-4 GACis often called as the “all-round” coding system among the MPEG-
4 audio schemes and operates at bit rates ranging trom 6 to 300 kb/s and at
sampling rates between 7.35 kHz and 96 kHz. The MPEG-4 GA coderis built
around the MPEG-2 AAC (Figure 10.10 discussed in Section 10.4.3) along with
some extended features and coder configurations highlighted in Figure 10.14.
These features are given by the perceptual noise substitudon (PNS), long-term
prediction (LTP). Twin VQ coding, and scalability.

Perceptual Noise Substitution (PNS). Vhe PNS exploits the fact that a ran-
dom noise process can be used to model efficiently transform-coctficients in
noise-like frequency subbands, provided the noise vector has an appropriate tem-
poral fine structure [Schu96]. Bit-rate reduction is realized since only a compact,
parametric representation is required for each PNS subband (.e., noise energy)
rather than full quantization and coding of subband transform coefficients, The
PNS technique was integrated into the existing AACbitstream definition in a
backward-compatible manner. Moreover, PNS actually led to reduced decoder
complexity since pseudo-random sequences are less expensive to compute than
Huffman decoding operations. Therefore. in order to improve the coding effi-
ciency, the following principle of PNS is employed.

The PNS acronym is composed from the following: perceptual coding +
substitute parametric form of noise-like signals, i.c.. PNS allows frequency-
selective parametric encoding of noise-like components. These noise-like com-
ponents are detected based on a scale-factor band and are grouped into separate
categories. The spectral coefficients corresponding to these categories are not
quantized and are excluded from the coding process. Furthermore, only a noise
substitution flag along with the total powerofthese spectral coefficients are trans-
mitted for each band. At the decoder, the spectral coefficients are replaced by
the pseudo-randomvectors with the desired target noise power. At a bit rate of
32 kb/s, a mean improvement due to PNS. of +0.61 on the comparison mean
opinion score (CMOS)test (for critical test items such as speech, castanels,
and complex sound mixtures) was reported in [Herr98a]. The multichannel PNS
modes include some provisions for binaural masking level difference (BMLD)
compensation.
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Long-Term Prediction (LTP). Unlike the noise-like signals, the tonal signals
require higher coding precision. In order to achieve a required coding precision
(20 dB for tone-like and 6 dB for noise-like signals), the long-term prediction
(LTP) technique [Ojan99] is employed. In particular, since the tonal signal com-
ponents are predictable, the speech coding pitch prediction techniques [Span94]
can be used to improve the coding precision. The only significant differcnce
between the prediction techniques performed in a common. speech coder and in
the MPEG-4 GA coderis that in the latter case, the LIP? is performed in the
frequency domain, while in speech codecs the LTP is carned out in the time
domain. A brief description of the LTP scheme in MPEG-4 GA coderfollows.
First, the input audio is transformed to frequency domain using an analysis filter
bank andlater a TNS analysis filter is employed for shaping the noise artifacts.
Next. the processed spectral coefficients are quantized and encoded. For pre-
diction purposes, these quantized coelficicnts are transformed back to the time
domainby a synthesis filter bank andthe associated TNS operation. The optimum
pitch lag and the gain parameters are determined based on the residual and the
input signal. In the next step, both the input signal andthe residual are mapped
to a spectral representation via the analysis filter bank and the forward TNSfilter
bank. Depending on which alternative is more favorable, coding of either the
difference signal or the original signal is selected on a scale-factor basis. This
is achieved by means of a so-called frequency-selective switch (FSS). whichis
also used in the context of the MPEG-4 GAscalable systems. The complexity
associated with the LTP in MPEG-4 GAschemeis considerably (50%) reduced
compared to the MPEG-2 AAC prediction scheme [Gril99].

Twin VO. Twin VQ (Iwak96] [Hwan01|[IwakOlJisan acronym ofthe Transform-
domain Weighted Interleave Vector Quantization. The Twin VQ performs vec-
tor quantization of the transformed spectral coefficients based on a perceptually
weighted model. The quantization distortion is controlled through a perceptual
model [Iwak96]. The Twin VQ provides high coding efficiencies even for music
and tonal signals al extremely low bit rates (6-8 kb/s), which CELP coders fail to
achieve. The Twin VQ performs quantizationofthe spectral coefficients in two steps
as shownin Figure 10.15. First, the spectral coelficients are flattened and normalized
across the frequencyaxis. Second, the flattened spectral coefficients are quantized
based ona perceptually weighted vector quantizer.

From Figure 10.15, the first step includesa linear predictive coding, periodicity
computation, a Bark scale spectral estimation scheme, and a powcr computation
block. The LPC provides the overall spectral shape. The periodic component
includes information on the harmonic structure. The Bark-scale envelope coding

provides the required additional flattening of the spectral coefficients. The nor-
malization restricts these spectral coefficients to a specific target range. In the
secondstep, the flattened and normalized spectral coefficients are interleavedinto
subvectors. Based on somespectral properties and a weighted distortion measure,
perceptual weights are computed for each subvector. These weights are applied
to the vector quantizer (VQ). A conjugate-structure VQ that uses a pair of code
books ts employed. More detailed information on the conjugate structure VO can
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be obtained from [Kata93] [Kata96]. The MPEG-4 Audio Twin VQ scheme pro-
vides audio coding at ultra-low bit rates (6-8 kb/s) and supports the perceptual
control of the quantization distortion. Comparative tests of MPEG AAC with
and without Twin VQ tool were performed andare given in [ISOI98]. Further-
more, the Twin VQ tool has provisions for scalable audio coding. which will be
discussed next.

10.4.4.5 MPEG-4 Scalable Audio Coding=MPEG-4 scalable audio coding
implies a variable rate encoding/decoding of bitstreams at bit rates that can be
adapted dynamically to the varying transmission channel capacity |Gril97] [Park97|
[Herr¥8b] |Creu02]. Scalable coding schemes [Bran94b] generate partial bitstreams
that can be decodedseparately. Therefore, encoding/decoding ofa subset ofthe total
bitstream will result ina valid signal ata lowerbit rate. The various types of scalabil-
ity [Gril97| are givenby. signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scalability, noise-to-maskratio
(NMR)scalability, audio bandwidth scalability, and bit-rate scalability. The bit-rate
scalability is considered to be one of the core functionalities of (he MPEG-4 audio
standard. Therefore. in our discussion on the MPEG-4 scalable audio coding, we will
consideronly the bit-rate scalability and the various scalable coder configurations
described im the standard.

The MPEG-4 bit-vate scalability scheme (Figure 10.16) allows an encoderto
transmit bitstreams at a high bit rate, while decoding successfully a low-rate
bitstream contained within the high-rate code. For instance. if an encodertrans-
mits bitstreams at 64 kb/s, the decoder can decode at bit rates of 16, 32, o1

64 kb/s according to channel capacily, receiver complexity, and quality require-
ments. Typically, scalable audio coders constitute several layers, Le., a core layer
and a series of enhancement layers. For example. Figure 10.16 depicts one core
layer and two enhancement layers. The care layer encades the core (main) audio
stream, while the enhancementlayers provide further resolution and scalability. In
particular, in the first stage. the core layer encodes the input audio, s(r), based
on a conventional lossy compression scheme. Next. an error signal (residual).
E\(n) is calculated by subtracting the reconstructed signal, §(7) (thal is obtained
by decoding the compressed bitstream locally) from the input signal, s(a). In
the secondstage (first enhancement layer), the error signal £\ (41) is encoded to
obtain the compressed residual, e; (7). The above sequence of steps is repeated
for all the enhancementlayers.

To further demonstrate this principle we consider an example (Figure 10.16)
where the core layer uses 32 kb/s, and the two enhancement Jayers employ bit
rates of 16 kb/s and 8 kb/s, and the final sink layer supports 8 kb/s coding.
Therefore, if no side information is encoded, then the coding rate associated
with the codec is 64 kb/s. At the decoder, one can decode this multiplexed audio
bitstream al variousrates, i.¢., 64, 32, or 40 kb/s, etc.. depending up on the bit-rate
requirements, receiver complexity, and channel capacity. In particular, the core
bitstream guarantees reconstruction of the original input audio with minimum
artifacts. On top of the core layer, additional enhancement Javers are added to
increase the quality of the decodedsignal.
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Scalable audio coding finds potential applications in the fields of digital audio
broadcasting, mobile multimedia communication, and streaming audio. It sup-
ports real-time streaming with a low buffer delay. Oneof the significant exten-
sions of the MPEG-4 scalable audio coding is the fine-grain scalability [Kim01},
where a bit-sliced arithmetic coding (BSAC) |Kim02a] is used. In cach frame,bit
planes are codedinthe orderof significance, beginning with the most significant
bits (MSBs) and progressing to the LSBs. This results ina fully embedded coder
containing all Jower-rate codecs. The BSACandfine-grain scalability concepts
are explained belowin detail.

Fince-Grain Scalabifity. tis important that bit-rate scalability is achieved with-
out significant coding efficiency penalty compared to fixed-bit-rate systems, and
with low computational complexity. This can be achieved using the fine-grain
scalability technique [Purn99b] [KimO1]. In this approach, bit-sliced arithmetic
coding is employed along with the combination of advanced audio coding tools
(Section 10.4.2), In particular, the noiseless coding of spectral coefficients and
the scale-factor selection scheme is replaced by the BSAC technique that pro-
vides scalability in steps of 1 kb/s/channel. The BSAC scheme works as follows.
Pirst, the quantized spectral values are grouped into frequency bands, each of
these groups contain the quantized spectral values in the binary form. Then the
bits of each group are processedin slices and in the orderof significance, begin-
ning with the MSBs.These bit-slices are then encoded using an arithmetic coding
technique (Chapter 3). Usually, the BSACtechnique 1s used in conjunction with
the MPEG-4 GA tool, where the Huffman coding is replaced bythis special type
of arithmetic coding.

10.4.4.6 MPEG-4 Parametric Audio Coding In research proposedas part
of an MPEG-4 “core experiment” [Purn97], Purnhagen at the University of Han-

= nover developed in conjunction with Deutsche Telekom Berkom an object-based
algorithm. In this approach, harmonic sinusoid, individual sinusoid, and colored
noise objects were combined in a hybrid source model to create a paramet-
ric signal representation. The enhanced algorithm, known as the “Harmonic
and Individual Lines Plus Noise” (HILN) |PurnQ0a] [PurnQOb] is architecturally
very similar to the original ASAC [Edle96b] [Hdle96c] [Purn98] [Purn99a], with
some modifications. The parametric audio coding scheme is a part of MPEG-4
version 2, and is based on the HILN scheme (see also Section 9.4). This tech-
nique involves coding of audio signals at bit rates of 4 kb/s and above based
on the possibilities of modifying the playback speed or pitch during decod-
ing. The parametric audio coding tools have also been extended to high-quality
audio [Oom03].

10.4.4.7 MPEG-4 Speech Coding The MPRG-4 putural speech coding
tool [Edle99] [Nish99] provides a generic coding framework for a wide range
of applications with speech signals at bit rates between 2 kb/s and 24 kb/s. The
MPEG-4 speech coding is based on two algorithms. namely, harmonic vector
excitation coding (HV XC) and code excited linearpredictive coding (CELP). The
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MPEG AUDIO STANDARDS 301

HVXCalgorithm. essentially based on the parametric representation of speech,
handles very lowbit rates of 1.4—4 kb/s at a sampling rate of 8 kz. Onthe other
hand, the CELP algorithm employs multipulse excitation (MPE) and regular-pulse
excitation (RPL) coding techniques (Chapter 4); and supports higherbit rates of
4—24 kb/s operating at sampling rates of 8 kHz and 16 kHz. The specifications
of MPEG-4 Natural Specch Coding Tool Set are summarized in Table 10.4.

In all the aforementioned algorithms, ic. HYXC. CELP-MPL, and CELP-
RPE, the ideais that an LP analysis filler models the human vocal tract while an
excitation signal models the vocal chord and the glottal activity. All the three con-
figurations share the same LP analysis method, while they generally differ only
in the excitation computation. In the LP analysis, first. the autocorrelation coeffi-
cients of the input speech are computed once every 10 ms and are converted
to LP coefficients using the Levinson-Durbin algorithm. The LP coelficients
are transformed to line spectrum pairs using Chebyshev polynomials [Kaba&6].
These are later quantized using a two-stage, splil-vector quantizer. The exci-
lation signal is chosen in such a way that the eiror between the original and
reconstructed signal is minimized according to a perceptually weighted distortion
measure.

Multiple Bit Rates/Sampling Rates, Scalability. The speech coder family m
MPEG-4 audio is different from the standard speech coding algorithms (¢.g.,
ITU-T G.723.1, G.729, etc.). Some of the salient features and functionalities
(Figure 10.17) of the MPEG-4 specch coder include multiple sampling rates and
bit rates, bit-rate scalability [Gril97], and bandwidthscalability [Nomu98].

The multiple bit rates/sumpling rates functionality provides flexible bit rate
selection among multiple available bit rates (1.4-24 kb/s) based onthe channel
conditions and the bandwidth availability (8 kHz and 16 kHz). At lowerbit rates,
an algorithmic delay of the order of 30-40 ms is expected, whileat higherbit

Table 10,4. MPEG-4 speech coding sampling rates and bandwidth
specifications [Fdle99].  

 Specification HVXC CELP-MPE CEIL.P-RPE

Sampling 8 8, 16 16
frequeney
(kHz)

Bit rate (kb/s) 14-4 365-23. 109-238
58 Bit rales 30) Bil rates

Frame size 10-40 1-40 10-20
(ns)

Delay (ms) 33.5-56 ~15-45 ~20-25
Features Multi-bit-rate Mullti-bit-rate coding, Multi-bit-rate

coding, bit-rate bit-rate scalability. coding, bit-rate
scalability bandwidth scalability

scalability
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rates. 15-25 ms delay is common. The bit-rate scalability feature allows a wide
range of bit rates (2-24 kb/s) in step sizes of as low as 100 b/s. Both WVXC and
CELP tools can be used torealize bit-rate scalability by employing a core layer
and a series of enhancementlayers at the encoder. When the HVXCencodingis
used, one enhancementlayer is preferred, while three bit-rate scalable enhance
ment Jayers may be used for the CELP codec [Gril97]. Bandwidth scalability
improves the audio quality by adding an additional coding layer that extends the
transmilted audio bandwidth. Only CELP-RPE and CELP-MPE schemes allow
bandwidth scalability in the MPEG-4 audio. Furthermore. only one bandwidth
scalable enhancementlayer is possible [Nomu98] [HerrQQal.

10.4.4.8 MPEG-4 Structured Audio Coding Structured audio (SA), intro-
duced by Vercoe et al., | Verc98] presents anewdimension to MPEG-4 audio. primar-
ily duc toits ability to represent and encode efficiently the synthetic audio and multi-
media content.The MPEG-4 SA tool [Sche98a] [Sche98c] [Sche99a] [Sche99b] was

developedbased on a synthesizer-description languagecalled the Csound [Verc95],
developed by Vercoe at the MIT Media Labs. Moreover, the MPEG-4 SA tool inher-
its features from“Netsound” [Case96], a structured audio experiment carried out by
Caseyef al. based on the Csound synthesis language. Instead of specifying a syn-
thesis method, the MPEG-4 SA describes a special language that defines synthesis
methods. In particular, the MPEG-4 SA tool delines a set of syntax and seman-
tic rules corresponding to the synthesis-description language called the Structured
Audio Orchestra Language (SAOL) [Sche98d]. A control (score) language called
the Structured Audio Score Language (SASL)wasalso definedto describe the details
of the SAOLcode compaction. Another component, namely. the Structured Audio
Sample Bank Format (SASBF)is usedforthe transmissionofdata samples in blocks.
These blocks contain sample data as well as details of the parameters used forselect-
ing optimum wave-table synthesizers andfacilitate algorithmic modifications. A
theoretical basis for the SA coding was established in [Sche0!] based on the Kol-
nogorov complexity theory. Also, in [ScheO1], Schieirer proposed a new paradigm
called the generalized audio coding in which SA encompassesall other audio vod-
ing techniques. Furthermore, treatment ofstructured audio in view of both lossless
coding and perceptual codingis also given in [Sche01}.

The SA bitstream available at the MPEG-4 SA decoder (Figure 10.18) con-
sists of a header, sample data, and score data. The SAOL decoder block acts
as an interpretér ane reads, the header structure. [t also provides the informa-
tion required to reconfigure the synthesis engine. The header carries descriptions
ofseveral instruments. synthesizers. contro} algorithms, and routing instructions.
The Pvent List and Data block obtains the actual stream o! data samples, and
parameters controfling algorithmic modifications. In particular, the bitstream data
consists of access units that primarily contain the list of events. Furthermore,
each event refers to an instrument described (e.g.. 1 the orchestra chunk) in
the header [ScheO1|, The SASL decoder block compiles ihe score data from
the SA bitstream and provides control sequences and signals to the synthesis
engine via a runctime scheduler, This control information determines the imeat
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304 AUDIO CODING STANDARDS AND ALGORITHMS

which the events (or commands) are to be dispatched in order to create notes (or
instances) of an instrument. Each note produces some sound output. Finally, all
these sound outputs (corresponding to each note) are added, in order to create the
overall orchestra output. In Figure 10.18, we represented the run-time scheduler
and reconfigurable synthesis engine blocks separately, however. in practice they
are usually combinedinto one block.

As mentioned earlier, the structured audio tool and the text-to-speech (TTS)
fall in the synthetic audio coding group. Recall that the structured audio tools con-
vert structured representation into synthetic sound. while the TTS tools translate
text to synthetic speech. [n both these methods, the particular synthesis method
or implementation is not defined by the MPEG-4 audio standard: however. the
input-output relation for SA and the TTS interface are standardized. The next
question that arises is howthe natural and synthetic audio content can be mixed.
This is typically carried out based on a special format specified by the MPEG-4
namely, the Audio Binary Format for Scene Description (AudioBIFS) [Sche98e].
AudioBIFS enables sound mixing, grouping, morphing. and effects like echo
(delay). reverberation (feedback delay). chorus, etc.

10.4.4.9 MPEG-4 Low-Delay Audio Coding  Sivnificantly large algorithmic
delays (of the order of 100-200 ms) in the MPEG-4 GA coding tool (discussed
in Section 10.4.4.4) hmderits applications in two-way, real-time communica-
tion. These algorithmic delays in the GA coder can be attributed primarily to
the analysis/synthests filter bank window, the look-ahead, the bit-reservoir. and
the trame length. In order to overcome large algorithmic delays. a simplified
version of the GA tool, i.e., he MPEG-4 low-delay (LD) audio coder bas been
proposed [Herr98c]} [Herr99]. One of the main reasons for the wide proliferation
of this tool is the low algorithm delay requirements in voice-overInternet protocol
(VoIP) applications. In contrast to the ITU-T G.728 speech standard that is based
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Figure 10.18. MPEG-4 SA decoder(aller [Sche98a)).
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on the LD-CELP[G728], the MPEG-4 LD audio coder {Alla99] is derived from
the GA coder and MPEG-2 AAC,The ITU-T G.728 LD-CELPalgorithm operates
on speech frames of 2.5 ms (20 samples) at a sampling rate of 8 kHz and results
in an algorithmic delay of 0.625 ms (5 samples). On the other hand, the MPEG-4
LD audio coding tool operates on 512 or 480 samples at a sampling rate of up lo
48 kHz with an overall algorithmic delay of 20 ms. Recall that the GA tool that is
based on the MPEG-2 AAC operates on frames of 1024 or 960 samples.

The delays due to the analysis/synthesis filter-bank window can be reduced by
employing shorter windows. The look-ahead delays can be avoided by not employ-
ing the block switching. To reduce pre-echo distortions (Sections 6.9 and 6.10),
TNS is employedin conjunction with window shape adaptation. In particular, for
nontransient parts of the signal. a sine window is used, while a so-called low-
overlap windowis used in case of transient signals to achieve optimum TNS
performance {Purn99b| [[SOIO0]. Although most algorithms are fixed rate, the
instantaneous bit rates required to satisfy masked thresholds on each frame are
im fact time-varying. Thus, the idea behind a bit reservoiris to store surplus bits
during periods of low demand, andthen to allocate bits from the reservoir during
localized periods of peak demand, resulling in a time-varying instantaneous bit
rate but at the same time afixed average bil rate. However, in MPEG-4 LD audio
codec. the use of the bit reservoir is minimized in order to reach the desiredtarget

delay.
Based on the results published in [Alla99] [Herr99] [Purn99b] (TSOTOO], the

MPEG-4 LD audio codec performsrelatively well compared to the MP3 coder
at a bit rate of 64 kb/s/channel. It can also be noted from the MPEG-4 version 2
audio verification test |[SOIQO]. the quality measures of MPEG-2 AACat 24 kb/s
and MPEG-4 LD audio codec at 32 kb/s can be favorably compared. Moreover,
theMPEG-4 LD audio codec [Herr98e] [Alla99] [Herr99] outperformed the [TU-
T G.728 LD CELP |G728] for the case of coding both music and speech signals.
However, as expected, the coding efficiency imthe case of MPEG-4 LD codec1s
slightly reduced comparedto its predecessors, MPEG-2 AAC and MPEG-4 GA.
It should be noted that this reduction in the coding efficiencyis attributed to the
low coding delay achieved.

10.4.4.10 MPEG-4 Audio Error Robustness Too! Oneofthe key ISSUES
in achieving reliable transmission over noisy and fast time-varying Channels 1s
the bit-rate scalability feature (discussed in Section 10.4.4.5), The bit-rate scala-
bility enables flexible selection of coding features and dynamically adapts to the
channel conditions and the varying channel capacity. However, the bit-rate seala-
bility feature alone is not adequate for reliable transmission. The error resilience
and error protection tools are also essential to obtain high quality audio. To
this end, the MPEG:4audio version 2 is fitted with codec-specific error robust:
ness techniques [Purn99b] [TSO100]. In this subsection, we will review the error
robustness and equal and unequal error protection (EEP and UEP) tools in the
MPEG-4 audio version |, In particular, we discuss the error resilience [SperOo|
[Sper02), error protection [Purn99b| [Mein01 J, and errar concealment [SperO1]
functionalities that are primarily designed for mobile applications.
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The main idea behind the error resilience and protection tools is to provide
better protection to sensitive and priority (important) bits. For instance. the audio
frame header requires maximum error robustness; otherwise. transmission errors
in the header will seriously impair the entire audio frame. The codewords cor-
responding to these priority bits are called the priority codewords (PCW). The
etror resilience tools available in the MPEG-4 audio version 2 are classified into
three groups: the Huffman codeword reordering (HCR), the reversible variable
length coding (RVLC). and the virtual codebooks (VCBI1). In the HCRtech-
nique, some of the codewords, ¢.g., the PCWs. are sorted in advance and placed
at known positions. First, a presorting procedure is employedthat reorders the
codewords based on their priority. The resulting PCWs are placed such that an
error in one codeword will not affect the subsequent codewords. This can be

achieved by defining segments of known length (Ls¢) and placing the PCWs
al the beginning of these segments. The non-PCWsare filled into the gaps left
by the PCWs, as shown in Figure 10.19.

The various applications of reversible variable length codes (RVLC) [Taki95]
[Wen98] [Tsai] ]inimage coding have inspired researchers to considertheminerror-
resilient techniques for MPEG-4 audio. RVLCcodes are usedinstead of Huffman
codes for packing the scale factors in an AAC bitstream. The RVLCcodes are
(symmetrically) designed to enable both forward and backward decoding without
affecting the coding efficiency. In particular.RVLCs allow instantaneous decoding
in both directionsthat provides error robustness and significantly reduces the effects
of bit errors in delay-constrained real-time applications. The next important tool
employed forerrorresilienceisthe virtual codebook 11 (VCBI[). Virtual codebooks
are used to detect serious errors within spectral data [Purn99b} []SOI00]. The error
robustness techniques are codec specific (e.g., AAC and BSACbitstreams). For
example. AAC supports the HCR. the RVLC, and the VCB11 error-resilient tools.
On the otherhand, BSAC supports segmented binary arithmetic coding [ISOI00| to
avoid errorpropagation within spectral data.

 

> Before codeword reordering

PCW Non-PCW PCW Non-PCW PCW PCW  
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Figure 10.19. Huffman codeword reordering (HCR) algorithm to minimize error propa-
pation in spectral data.
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The MPEG-4 audio error protection tools include cyclic redundancy check
(CRC), forward error correction (FEC), and interleaving. Note that these tools
are inspired by some of the error correcting/detecting [features inherent in the
convolutional and block codes that essentially provide the controlled redundancy
desired for error protection. Unlike the error-resilient tools that are limited only to
the AAC and BSACbitstreams, the error protection tools can be used in conjunc-
tion with a variety of MPEG-4 audio tools, namely, General Audio Coder ( LTP
and TwinVQ), Scalable Audio Coder, parametric audio coder (HTN), CELP,
HVXC, and low-delay audio coder. Similar to the error-resilient tools. the first
step in the EP tools is to reorder the bits based on their priority anderror sensi-
tiveness. The bits are sorted and grouped into different classes (usually 4 or 5)
according lo their error sensitivities. For example. consider that there are four
error-sensitive classes (ESC), namely, ESC-0, ESC-1, ESC-2, and ESC-3. Usu-
ally, headerbitstream or other very importantbits that control the syntax andthe
global gain are includedin the ESC-0, While the scale factors and spectral data
(spectral envelope) are grouped in ESC-1 and ESC-2, respectively, The remain-

ing side mort wion and indices ef MDCT COBIICIERISare blaseified 1 :ce3
errort orateelion Jeong on the overhead alowed for aes cecion CRC
and systematic rate-compatible punctured convolutional code (SRCPC) enable
error detection and forward error correction (FEC). The SRCPC codes also aid in
adjusting the redundaneyrates in small steps. An interleaveris employed typically
to deconcentrate or spreadthe burst errors, Shortened Reed-Solonion(SRS)ctrodes
are used to protect the interleaved data, Details on the design of Reed-Solomon
codes for MPEG AACare given in [Huan02|. Fer an in-depth treatment on the
error correcting and error detecting codes refer to [.in82] [Wick95].

10.4.4.11 MPEG-4 Speech Coding Tool Versus ITU-T Speech
Standards {tis noteworthy to compare the MPEG-4 speech coding tool against
the ITU-T speech coding standards. While the latter applies source-filler configu-
ration to model the speech parameters, the former employs a varicLly of techiiques
in addition to the traditional parametric representation. The MPE‘(G-4 speech cod-
ing tool allows bit-rate scalability andreal-time proce ssing as well as applications
related to storage media. TheMPEG-4 speech coding tool incorporates algorithms
such as the TwinVQ. the BSAC, and theHVXC/CELP. The MPEG-4 speech cod-
ing tool also accommodates multiple saimpling rates. Error protection and error
resilient techniques are provided in the MPEG-4 speech coding tool to obtain
improved performance over error-prone channels, Other important features that
distinguish the MPEG-4 tool from the ['(U-T speech standards are the content
based interactivity and the ability 10 represent the audiovisual content as a set ol
objects.

10.4.4.12 MPEG-4 Audio Applications The MPEG-4 audio standard finds
applications in low-bit-rate audio/speech compression, individual coding of nat-
ural and synthetic audio objects, low-delay coding, etror--resiliemt transmission,
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and real-time audio transmission over packet-switching networks such as the
Internet [Die(96] [Liu99]. MPEG-4 tools alowparameterization ofthe acoustical
properties of an audio scene, with features such as immersive audiovisual render-
ing (virtual 3-D environments [Kau98]), room acoustical modeling, and enhanced
3-D sound presentation. MPEG-4 finds interesting applications in remote robot
control system design [Kim02b]. Sueaming audio codecs have also been pro-
posed as a result of the MPEG-4 standardization efforts.

Applications of MPEG-4 audio in DRM digital narrewband broadcasting
(DNB) and digital multimedia broadcasting (DMB) are given in [Diet00]
and |GrubQ I], respectively. The general audio coding tool provides the necessary
infrastructure for the design of etror-robust scalable coders [Mori0Ob] and

delivers improved speech/audio quality [Moori00a]. The “bit rate scalability”
and “error resilience/protection” tools of the MPEG-4 audio standard dynamically
adapt to the channel conditions andthe varying channel capacity. Other important
application-oriented features of MPEG-4 audio include low-delay bi-directional
audio ansmission, content-based interactivity, and object-based representation.
Real-time implementation of the MPEG-4 audio is reported in (Hilp00] [Mesa00|
{PenaQl].

10.4.4.13 Spectral Band Replication and Parametric Stereo Spectral
band replication (SBR) [Diet02| and parametric stereo (PS) [Schu04] are the
two newcompression techniques recently added to the MPEG 4 audio standard
HSOlO3c]. The SBR technique is used in conjunction with a conventional coder
such as the MP3 or the MPEG AAC.The audio signal is divided into low- and
high-frequency bands. The underlying core coder operates at a reduced sam-
pling rate and encodes the low-frequency band. The SBR technique operates at
the original sanipling rate to estimate the spectral envelope associated with the

= input audio. The spectral envelope along with a set of control parameters are
encoded and transmitted to the decoder. The control parameters contain infor-
mation regarding the gain and the spectral envelope level adjustment of the high
frequency components. At the decoder, the SBR reconstructs the high frequencies
based on thetransposition ofthe lower frequencies.

aacPlus v1 is the combination of AAC and SBR andis standardized as the

MPEG 4 high-efficiency (HE)-AAC [ISO103c] [Wolt03]. Relative to the con-
ventional AAC, the MPEG 4 HE-AACresults in bit rate reductions of about
30% [Wolt03]. ‘The SBR has also been used to enhance the performance of MP3
[Zieg02] and the MPEG layer 2 digital audio broadcasting systems [Gros03].

aacPlus v2 [Purn03} adds the parametric stereo coding to the MPEG 4 HE-
AAC standard. In the PS encoding [Schu04], the stereo signal is represented
as a monaural signal plus ancillary data that describe the stereo image. The
stereo image is described using four different PS parameters, i.e., inter-channel
intensity differences (ID), inter-channel phase differences (IPD), inter-channel
coherence (IC), and overall phase difference (OPD). These PS parameters can
capture the perceptually relevant spatial cues at bit rates as low as 10 kb/s
[BreeQ4].
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10.4.5 MPEG-7 Audio (ISO/IEC 15938-4)

MPEG-7 audio standardtargets content-based multimedia applications [ISOIOLb].
MPEG-7 audio supports a broad range of applications [[SOIO1d| that include
multimedia indexing/searching., multimedia editing, broadcast media selection,
and multimedia digital library sorting. Moreover, it provides ways for efficient
audio file retrieval and supports both text-based and context-based queries. It
is important to note that MPEG-7 will not replace MPEG-1, MPEG-2 BC/LSF,
MPEG-2 AAC, or MPEG-4.It is intended to provide complementary tunctional-
ity lo these MPEGstandards. Tf MPEG-4is considered as the first object-based
multimedia representation standard, then MPEG-7 can be regarded as thefirst
content-based standard that incorporates multimedia interfaces through descrip-
tions, These descriptions are the means oflinking the audio content features and
attributes with the audio itself. Figure 10.20 presents an overviewof the MPEG-7
audio standard. This figure depicts the various audio tools, features, and profiles
associated with the MPEG-7 audio. Publications on the MPEG-7 Audio Standard
include [Lind99] [Nack99a] [Nack99b] [Lind00] [[SOI01b] [1SOTOle} [LindO1]
[Quac01] [Manj02]. ,

Motivated by the need to exchange multimedia content through the World
Wide Web. in 1996, the ISO/IEC MPEG workgroup worked on a project called
“Multimedia Content Description Interface” (MCDI) — MPEG-?7. A working draft
was formed in December 1999 followed by a final committee draft in February
2001. Seven months later, MPEG-7 ISOMIEC 15938: Part 4 Audio, an inter-
national standard (1S) for content-based multimedia applications was published
along with sevenother parts of the MPEG-7 standard (Figure 10.20). Figure 10.20
shows a summary of various features. applications. and profiles specified by the
MPEG-7 audio coding standard.

10.4.5.1 MPEG-7 Parts MPEG-7 definesthe following eight parts [MPEG]
(Figure 10.20): MPEG-7 Systems, MPEG-7 DDL, MPEG-7 Visual, MPEG-7
Audio, MPEG-7 MDS, MPEG-7 Reference Software (RS), MPEG-7 Contor-
mance Testing (CT), and MPEG-7 Extraction anduse of Descriptions.

MPEG-7 Systems (Part 1) specifies the binary format for encoding MPEG-7
Descriptions; MPEG-7 DDL(Part Il) is the language for defining the syntax of
the Deseription Tools. MPEG-7 Visual (Part II) and MPEG-7 Audio (Part TV)
deal with the visual and audio deseriptions, respectively, MPEG-7 MDS (Part
V) defines the structures for multimedia descriptions. MPEG-7 RS (Part V1)
is a unique software implementation of certain parts of the MPEG-7 Standard
with noninformative status. MPEG-7 CT (Part VIDprovides the essential guide-
lines/procedures for conformance testing of MPEG-7 implementations. Finally,
the eighth part, addresses the use and formulation ofa variety of description tools
that we will discuss later in this séction.

In cur discussion on MPEG-7 Audio, we tefer to MPEG-7 DDL and MPEG-
7 MDS parts quite regularly, mostly due to their interconnectivity within the
MPEG-7 Audio Framework. Therefore, it is necessary that we introduce these
twoparts first, before we moveonto the MPEG-7 Audio Description Tools.
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Description Definition Language (DDL)
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NOTE:

{. Descriptors (Ds) are the features and attributes associated wilh an audio waveform

2. The strueture and the relationships among the descriptors are defined by a Deascnption
Scheme (DS)

3, Description Definition Language (DDL) defines the syntax necessary to create, extend,
and combine-avariety of bSs and Ds

Figure 10.21, Some essential building blocks of MPEG-7 standard: descriptors (Ds).
description schemes (DSs). and deseription detinition language (ODL).

MPEG-7 Description Definition Language (DDL) — Part II. We mentioned car-
lier that MPEG-7 incorporates multimedia interfaces through descriptors. These
descriptors are the features andattributes associated with the audio. For example.
descriptors in the case of MPEG-7 Visual part describe the visual features such as
color. resolution, contour, mapping techniques, ete. A group of descriptors related
in a mannersuitable for a specific application. forms a description scheme (DS).
The standard [ISOIle] defines the description scheme as one that specifies a
structure for the descriptors and semantics of their relationships.

MPEG-7 in its entirety has been built around these deserptors (Ds) and
description schemes (DSs), and most importantly on a language called the deserip-
tion definition language (DDL). The DDL defines the syntax necessary tocreate,
extend. and combine a variety of DSs and Ds. In particular, the DDL forms
“the core part” of the MPEG-7 standard and will also be invoked by other puts
(i.e., Visual, Audio, and MDS) to create new Ds and DSs, The DDL follows a
set of programming rules/structure similar to the ones employed in the eXten-
sible Markup Language (XML). It is important to note that the DDL is nota
modeling language but a schema language that Is based on the WWW Con-
sortium’s XML. schema [XML] [ISOIOle], Several modifications were needed
hefore adopting the XML schema language as the basis for the DDL. We refer
to [XML] [[SO11a] [ISOL0 le] for further details on the XMIL schema language
and its liaison with MPEG-7 DDL [ISO10 1a].

MPEG-7 Multimedia Description Schemes (MDS) — Part V. Recall that a descrip-
tion scheme (DS) specifies structures for descriptors; similarly, a multimedia
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description scheme (MDS) [ISOIO1c] provides details on the structures Lor describ-
ing multimedia content (in particular audio,visual, and textual data). MPEG-7 MDS
defines two classes ofdescription tools. namely, the basic (or low-level) and multi-
media (or high-level) tools [ISOTO Ic]. Figure 10.22 shows the classification of MDS
elements. Lhe basictools specified by the MPEG-7 MDSare the generic entities, usu-
ally associatedwith simple descriptors, such as the basicdata types, textual database,
etc. Onthe other hand,the high-level multimedia tools deal with the content-specitic
entities that are complex and involve signal structures. semantics, models, efficient
navigation, and access. The high-level (complex) tools are further subdividedinto
five groups (Figure 10.22), e., content description, content management, content
organization, navigation and access, and user interaction.

Let us consider an example to better understand the concepts of DDL and
MDS framework. Suppose that an audio signal, s(7), 1s described using three
descriptors, namely, spectral features Dj, parametric models D,, and energy D:.
Similarly, visual v(i, j) and textual content can also be described as shownin
Table 10.5. We arbitrarily chose four description schemes (DS, through DS4)
that link these multimedia features (audio. visual, and textual) in a structured
manner. This linking mechanismis performed through DDL, a schema language
designed specifically for MPEG-7. From Table 10.5, the descriptors Do. Dg. Dg
are related using the description scheme DS3. The melody descriptor Ds provides
the melodic information(e.g.. rhythmic, high-pitch. etc.), and the timbre descrip-
tor Do represents some perceptual features(c.¢g., pitch/loudness details, bass/treble
adjustments in audio, etc.). The parametric model descriptor D2 describes the
audio encoding model and related encoderdetails (¢.g.. MPEG-I layer II, sam-
pling rates, delay, bit rates, etc.). While the descriptor D2 provides details on
the encoding procedure, the descriptors Dg and Do describe audio morphing,
echo/reverberation, tone control, etc.

MPEG-7 Audio - Part IV. MPEG-7 Audiorepresents part IV of the MPEG-7
standard and provides structures for describing the audio content. Figure [0.23
showsthe organization of MPEG-7 audio framework.

——————1

MPEG-7 |

Multimedia Description
Scheme (MDS)

 

 
\ Basic tools) (  Concept-specific tools

! J f | |
Content Content Content Navigation User

Description Management Organization and Access Interaction

Figure 10.22. Classification of multimedia description scheme (MDS) tools,
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Table 10.5. A hypothetical example that gives a broader perspective on multimedia
descriptors; i.¢., audio, visual, and textual features to describe a multimedia
content.

Group Descriptors Description schemes

Audio content, s(7) D,: Spectral features
Dz: Parametric models

D3: Energyofthe signal
DS;; Dy, Dy

Visual content, v@, J) Dy: Color
DS=: Ds. Dg, Do

Ds; Shape
RSs: DSs, Dy, Ds

Textual descriptions De: Title of the clip
Sa: DS), Dg. Dy

D;: Author information

Dg: Melodydetails
Do: Timbre details

MPEG-7 AUDIO
DESCRIPTION TOOLS

an = ae
ff ~ . _©© High-level (Application-specific) >.

i Low-level or Generic Tools \ te Description Tools

1 Audio framewark }
2. Silence segment /

Spoken content
Musical instrumenttimber }
Melody
Sound recognition and indexing
Audio signature/robust matching ~~

NS faruonw—
Figure 10.23. MPEG-7 audio description tools.

10.4.5.2 MPEG-7 Audio Versions and Profiles New extensions (Amend-
ment 1) for the existing MPEG-7 Audio are being considered. Some of the
extensionsare in the areas of application-specific spoken content, tempo descrip-
tion, and specificationofprecision for low-level data types. This new amendment
will be standardized as MPEG-7 Audio Version 2 (Final drafts of International
Standard (EDIS) for Version 2 were finalized in March 2003).

Alihough many description tools are available in MPEG-7 audio, it Is not
practical to implement all of them in a particular system, MPEG-7 Version |
therefore defines four complexity-rankedprofiles (Figure 10.20) intended to help
system designers in the task of too! subset selection, These include simpleprofile,
user description profile, summaryprofile, and audiovisual logging profile.
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10.4.5.3 MPEG-7Audio Description Tools The MPEG-7 Audioframework

comprises (wo main categories; namely, generic tools and a set of application-
specific tools (see Figure 10.20 and Figure 10.23).

10.4.5.3.1. Generic Tools The generic toolset consists of 17 low-level audio
descriptors and a silence segment descriptor (Table 10.6).

MPFG-7 Audio Low-level Descriptors. MPEG-7 audio [TSOJOIb] defines two
ways ofrepresenting the low-level audio features, 1.e., seginenting and sampling.
In segmentation, usually, common datatypes or scalars are grouped together(e.g.,
energy, power, bit rate, sampling rate, etc.). On the other hand, sampling enables
discretization of audio features in a vector form(e.g., spectral features, excitation

samples, ete.). Recently, a unified framework called the scalable series (Lind99]
{LindOO] (1SO101b] [LindOJ] has been proposed to manipulate these discretized
values. This is somewhat similar to MPEG-4 scalable audio coding that we
discussed in Section 10.4.4. A list of low-level audio descriptors defined by
the MPEG-7 Audio standard [ISOIO]b] is summarized in Table 10.6. These

Table 10.6. Low-level audio descriptors (17 in number) and the silence descriptor
supported by the MPEG-7 generic toolset [ISOIOLb]. 

Generic toolset Descriptors 

Low-level 1. Basic [D,: Audio waveform
audio

descriptors
group

Ds: Power

2. Basic spectral Ia: Spectrum envelope
Dy: Spectral centroid
Ds: Spectral spread
De: Spectral flatness

3. Signal parameters D7: Harmonicity
Dg: Fundamenta] frequency

. Spectral basis Do: Spectrum basis
Dyo: Spectrumprojection

Timbral spectral D)): Harmonie spectral
centroid

Dj)2: Harmonic spectral
deviation

D3: Harmonic spectral spread
Dyq: Harmonic spectral

variation

Dy s: Spectral centroid
6. Timbral temporal Dig: Log altack time

! Dy: Temporal centroid
Silence 7. Silence segment Dj) a: Silence deseripltor

+

an
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descriptors can be classified into the following groups: basic. basic speciral,
signal parameters, spectral basis, timbral spectral, and timbral temporal.

MPEG-7 Silence Segment, The MPEG-7 silence segment attaches a semantic
ofstlence to an audio segment. Thesilence descriptor provides ways to specify
threshold levels (e.g.. the level of silence),

10.4.5.3.2. High-Level or Application-Specific MPEG-7 Audio Tools Bes-
ides the aforementioned generic toolset, the MPEG-7 audio standard describes
five specialized high-level tools (Table 10.7). These application-specific deserip-
tion tools can be grouped as spoken content, musical instrument, melody, sound
recognition/indexing. and robust audio matching.

Spoken Content Description Tool (SC-DT). The SC-DTprovides descriptions
of spoken words in an audio clip, thereby enabling speech recognition and speech
parameter indexing/searching. Spoken contentlattice and spoken content header
are (he two important parts of the SC-DT(see Table 10.7). While the SC header
carries the lexical information (i.e., wordlexicon. phonelexicon, Confusion|nfo,
and Speakerlnfo descriptors), the SC-lattice DS represents lattice-structures to
connect words or phonemes chosen fromthe corresponding lexicon. The idea of
using lattice structures in the SC-lattice DS is similar to the one employed in a
typical continuaus automatic speech recognition scenario [Rabi89] [Rabi93].

Musical Instrument Timbre Description Tool (MIT-DT). The MIT-DTdescribes
the timbre features (-¢., perceptual attributes) of sounds from musical instruments.
Timbre can be defined as the collection of perceptual attributes that make twa

Table 10.7. Application-specific audio descriptors and description
schemes [ISOT01b). 

High-level descriptor toolset Descriptor details 

S$C-DT 1. SC-header

to . §C-lattice DS

MIT-DT 3. Timbre (perceptual) features
of musical instruments

M-DT 4. Melodyfeatures

SRI-DT 5. Sound recognition and
indexing application

AS-DT 6. Robust audio identification

D,: Word lexicon
D2: Phone lexicon
Da: Confusion info

Da: Speaker info
Provides structures to connect orlink

the words/phonemes in the lexicon.
D,; Harmonic Instrument Tumbre

Io: Percussive Instrument Timbre
DS,:; Melody contour
DS: Melody sequence
Dy; Sound Model State Path

D>: Sound Model State Histogram
DS,: Sound model
DS»: Soundclassification model
DS,: Audio signature DS
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audio clips having the same pitch and loudness sound different [[SOT01b).
Musical instrument sounds. in general, can be classified as harmonic-coherent-
sustained, percussive-nonsnstained, nonharmonic-coherent-sustained, and non-
coherent-sustained. The standard defines descriptors for the first two classes
of musical sounds (Table 10.7). In particular, MIT-DT defines two descriptors,
namely, the harmonic instrument timbre (HIT) descriptor and the percussive
instrument timbre (PIT) descriptor. The HIT descriptor was built on the four
harmonic Jow-level descriptors (i.e., Dy, through Diy in Table L0.6) and the
Logattacktime descriptor. On the other hand. the PIT descriptor 1s based onthe
combtation of the timbral temporal low-level descriptors (.e., Logattacktime
and Temporalcentroid) and the spectral centroid descriptor.

Melody Description Tool (M-DT). The M-DTrepresents the melody details
of an audio clip. The melodycontourDS and the melodysequenceDSare the two
schemes included in M-DT. While the former scheme enables simple and robust
melodycontourrepresentation, the latter approach involves detailed and expanded
melody/rhythmic information.

Sound Recognition and Indexing Description Tool (SRI-DT). The SRI-DT ts
on automatic sound identificauion/recognition and indexing. Recall that the SC-
DTeinploys lexicon descriptors (Vable 10.7) for SC recognition in an audioclip.
In the case of SRI, classification/indexing of sound tracks are achieved through
sound models. These models are constructed based on the spectral basis low-
level descriptors, i.¢.. spectral basis (Do) and spectral projection (jo), listed in
Table 10.6. Two deseriptors, namely the sound model state path descriptor and
the sound model state histoyram descriptor, are defined to keep track of the active
paths in atrellis.

ml RobustAudio Identification and Marching. Robust matching andidentificationof
audioclipsis one ofthe importantapplications ofMPEG-7 audiostandard [[SOIO 1d].
This feature is enabled by the low-level spectral flatness descriptor (Table 10.6), A
description scheme, namely, the Audio Signature DS defines the semantics and
structures for the spectral flatness descriptor. Hellmuth er af. [Hell01] proposed an
advanced audio identification procedure based on content descriptions.

10.4.5.4 MPEG-7 Audio Applications Being the first metadata standard,
MPEG-7 audio provides new ideas for audio-content indexing and archiving
(ISOJOId]. Some of the applications are in the areas of multimedia searching,
audio file indexing, sharing and retrieval, and media selection for digital audio
broadcasting (DAB). We discussed most of these applications while addressing
the high-level audio descriptors and description schemes. A summary of these
applications follows. Unlike in an automatic speech recognition scenario where
word or phonemelattices (based on feature vectors) are employed for identi-
fying speech, in MPEG-7 these lattice structures are denoted as Ds and DSs.
These description data enable spoken content retrieval. MPEG-7 audio version 2
includes newtools and specialized enhancements to spoken content search. Must-
cal instrument timbre search is another important application that targets content-
basedediting. Melody search enables query by humming [QuacO1]. Sound recog-
nitton/indexing and audiv identification/fingerprinting form two other important
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applications of the MPEG-7. We will next address the concepts of “interoperabil-
ity” and “universal multimedia access” (UMA)io the context of the new work
initiated by the ISOMEC MPEG workgroup in June 2000, called the Mudtinedia
Framework — MPEG 21 |Borm03].

10.4.6 MPEG-21 Framework (ISO/IEC-21000}

Motivated by the need for a standard that enables multimedia content access and
distribution, the [SO/IEC MPEG workgroup addressed the 21st Century Multi-
media Framework — MPEG-21: ISO/IEC 21000 (Spen01] [TSO102a] [ISO103a]
(ISO103b] [Borm03] [Burn03]. This multimedia standard should be interoperable
and highly automated [Borm03]. The MPEG-21 multimedia framework envisions
creating a platform that encompasses a great deal of functionalities for both
content-users and content-creators/providers. Some ofthese functions include the
multimedia resource delivery to a widé range of networks and terminals (e.g..
personal computers (PCs), PDAs and other digital assistants, mobile phones.
third-generation cellular networks, digital audio/video broadcasting (JAB/DVB),
HDTVs, and several other home entertainment systems); protection of intellectual
property rights through digital rights management (DRM) systems.

Contentcreators and service providers face several challenging tasks in orderto
satisfy simultaneously the conflicting demands of“interoperability” and “intellee-
tual property management and protection” (IPMP). To this end, MPEG-21 defines
a multimedia framework that comprises seven important parts [[SOL02a], as shown
in Table 10.8. Recall that the MPEG-7 ISO/IEC-15938 standard defines a funda-
mental unit called “Descriptors” (Ds) to define/declare the features and attributes
of multimedia content. In a manner analogous to this, MPEG-21 ISO/TEC-2 1000:
Part 1 defines a basic unit called the “Digital Item” (DD). Besides DI. MPEG-21
specifies another entity called the “Tl Iser’ interaction [ISOLO2a] |Burn03] thatpro-
vides details on how cach “User” interacts with other users via objects called the
“Digital Items.” Furthermore, MPEG-21 Parts 2 and 3 define the declaration and
identification ofthe Dls, respectively (see Table 10.8), MPEG-21 ISOMEC-2 L000
Parts 4 through 6 enables interoperable digital content distribution andtransactions
that take into account the [PMPrequirements, In particular, a machine-readable
language called the Rights Expression Language (R EL) is specified in MPEG-21]
ISOMEC-21000: Part 5 that defines the rights and permissions for the access and
distribution of multimedia resources across a variety of heterogencous terminals
and networks. MPBG-21 ISO/IEC-21000: Part 6 defines a dictionary called the
Rights Data Dictionary (RDD) that contains information on content protection and
rights,

MPEG-7 and MPEG-21 standards provide an open framework on which one
can build application-oriented interfaces or tools that satisfy a specific criterion
(e.2., a query. an audio file indexing, ete.), In particular. the MPEG-7 standard
provides an interface for indexing, accessing, and distribution of multimedia
content; and the MPEG-21 defines an interoperable framework to access the
multimedia content.
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Table 10.8. MPEG-21 multimedia framework and the associated parts [[SOI02a],

Parts in the MPEG-21: ISO/IEC 21000 Standard |[SOlO2a] Details 

Part 1

tePart

taPart

Part 4

Part 5

Vision, technologies, and
strategy

Digital item declaration

Digital itemidentification

IPMP

Rights expression language

Defines the vision,
requirements, and
applications ofthe
standard: and

provides an overview
of the mullimedia
framework.

Introduces two new

terms, i.e., digital
ftera (DI) and user
mteraction.

Defines the relationship
between a variety of
multimedia resources

and provides
information

regarding the
declaration of Dis.

Provides ways to
identify different
types of digital items
(DIs) and descrip-
tors/description
schemes (Ds/DSs)
via uniform resource

identifiers (LIRIs).
Defines a framework

A

 

for the intellectual

properly management

and protection
C(IPMP) that enables

interoperability.
syntax language that
enables multimedia
content distribution

in a way that protects
the digital content.
The rights and the
permissions are
expressed or declared
based on the terms

defined im the rights
data dictionary.  
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Tuble 10.8. (continued)
  

Parts in the MPEG-21: ISOAEC21000 Standard [ISO102a] ree 

Part 6 Rights data dictionary A database or a
dictionary that
contains the

informauion regarding

the rights and
permissions to protect
the digital content,

Part 7 Digital item adaptation Defines the concept of an
adapted digital item. 

Until now, our focus was primarily on ISOMEC MPEG Audio Standards. In
the next few sections, we will attend to company-orienled perceptual audio cod
ing algorithms, i.e., the Sony Adaptive Transform Acoustic Coding (ATRAC),
the Lucent Technologies Perceptual Audio Coder (PAC), the Enhanced PAC
(EPAC), the Multichannel PAC (MPAC). Dolby Laboratories AC-2/AC-2A/AC-
3, Audio Processing Technology (APT-x100). and the Digital Theater Systems
(DTS) Coherent Acoustics (CA) encoder algorithms.

40.4.7. MPEG Surround and Spatial Audio Coding

MPEG spatial audio coding began receiving attention during the carly 2000s
([Fall01] [Davis03]. Advances in joint stereo coding of multichannel signals
[Herr04b], binaural cue coding [FallO1}. and the success of the recent low com-
plexity parametric stereo encoding in MPEG 4 HE-AAC/PSstandard [Schu04]
generated interest in the MPEG surround and spatial audio coding {Herr04a|
[BrecO5]|. Unlike the discrete 5.!-channel encoding as used in Dolby Digital or
DTS. the MPEG spatial audio coding. captures the “spatial image” of a multi-
channel audio signal. The spatial imiage is represented using a compact set of
parameters that describe the perceptually relevant differences among the chan-
nels. Typical parameters include the interchannel level difference (ICLD), the
interchannel coherence (ICC). and the interchannel ume difference (CTD). The
multichannel signal is first downmixed to a stereo signal and then a conventional
MP3 coderis used. Spatial image parameters are computed using the binaural cuc
coding (BCC) technique and are transmitted fo the decoder as side information
(Herr04a]. At the decoder, a one-to-two (OTT) or (wo-to-three (TTT) channel
mapping is used to synthesize the multichannel surround sound.

10.5 ADAPTIVE TRANSFORM ACOUSTIC CODING {(ATRAC)

The ATRACalgoritlym, developed by Sony for use in its rewriteable Mint-
Dise system [Yosh94], combines subband and transform coding to achieve nearly
CD-quality coding of 44.1 kHz 16-bit PCMinputdata at a bit rate of 146 kb/s per
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Figure 10.24, Sony ATRAC(embedded in MiniDisc, SDDS).

channel [Tsut98}. Using a tree-structured QMF analysis bank (Section 6.5), the
ATRAC encoder(Figure 10.24) first splits the input signal into three subbands of
0-5.5 kHz, 5.5-11 kHz, and 11-22 kHz. Like MPEG-1 layer IL, the ATRAC
QMFbankis followed by signal-adaptive MDCT analysis in each subband. Next.
a window-switching schemeis employedthat can be summarized as tollows. Dur-
ing Steady-state input periods, high-resolution spectral analysis is attained using
512 sample blocks (11.6 ms). During input attack or transient periods, short
block sizes of 1.45 ms in the high-frequency band and 2.9 ms in the low- and
mid-frequency bands are used for pre-echo cancellation.

After MDCTanalysis, spectral components are clustered into 52 nonuniform
subbands (block floating units or BFUs) according to critical band spacing. The
BFUs are block-companded, quantized, and encoded according to a psychoa-
coustically derived bit allocation. For each analysis frame, the ATRACencoder
transmits quantized MDCT coefficients, subband window lengths, BFU scale-
factors, and BFU word lengths to the decoder. Like the MPEG family. the
ATRAC architecture decouples the decoder from psychoacoustic analysis and
bit-allocation details. Evolutionary improvements in the encoder bit allocation
Surategy are therefore possible without modifying the decoder structure. An added
benefit of this architecture is asymmetric complexity, which enables inexpensive
decoder implementations.

Suggested bit allocation techniques for ATRAC are of lower complexity than
those found in other standards since ATRAC is intended for low-cost. battery-
powereddevices. One proposed method distributes bits between BFUs according
lo a weighted combinationoffixed and adaptive bit allocations [Tsut96]. For the
k-th BFU,bits are allocated according to the relation

(kK) = ara(k) + (Ll —a)rp(k) — B, (10.10)

where ry (k) is a fixedallocation, ra(K) 18 a signal-adaptive allocation, the paramie-
ter Bis a constant offset computed to guarantee a fixedbil rate, and the parameter
ols a tonality estimate ranging from 0 (noise-like) to | (tone-like). The fixed
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allocations, ry(k), are the same forall inputs and concentrate more bits at the
lower frequencies. The signal adaptive bit allocations, ra(k), assign bits aceord-
ing to the strength of the MDCT components. The effeet of Eq. (1040) is that
more bits are allocated to BFUs containing strong peaks for tonal signals, For
noise-lke signals, bits are allocated according to a fixed allocation rule. with low
bands receiving more bits than high bands,

Sony Dynamic Digital Sound (SDDS). In addition to providing near ClD-quality
on a MiniDisc medium, the ATRAC algorithmhas also been deployedas the
core of Sony’s digital cinematic sound system, SDDS. SDDS integrates eight
independent ATRAC modules to carry the program information forthe left (L),
left center (LC), center (C), right center (RC), right (R), subwoofer (SW), left
suround (LS), and right surround (RS) channels typically present in a modern
theater. SDDS data is recorded using optical black and white dot-matrix tech-
nology onto two thin strips along the right and left edges ofthe film, outside of
the sprocket holes. Each edge contains four channels. There are 512 ATRAC bits
per channel associated with each movie frame, and each optical data frame con-
tains a matrix of 52 x 192 bits [Yama98]. SDDS data tracks do not interfere with
or replace the existing analog sound tracks. Both Reed-Solomonerrorcorrection
and redundanttrack information are delayed by 18 frames and employed to make
SDDS robust to bit errors introduced by run-length scratches, dust, splice points,
and defocusing during playback orfilm printing. Analog program information is
used as a backup in the event of uncorrectable digital errors.

10.6 LUCENT TECHNOLOGIES PAC, EPAC, AND MPAC

The pioneering research contributions on perceptual entropy [John88b], mono-
phonic PXFM [John88a], stereophonic PXFM [John92a], and ASPEC [Bran91]
strongly influenced not only the MPEG family architecture but also evolved at
AL&T Bell Laboratories into the Perceptual Audio Coder (PAC). The PAC algo-
rithm eventually became property of Lucent. AT&T, meanwhile, became active
in the MPEG-2 AACresearch and standardization. The low-complexity profile
of AAC became the AT&T coding standard.

Like the MPEGcoders, the Lucent PAC algorithmis flexible in that it supports
monophonic, stereophonic, and multiple channel modes. In fact, the bit stream
definition will accommodate up to 16 front side, 7 surround, and 7 auxiliary
channel pairs, as well as 3 low-frequencyeffects (LFE or subwoofer) channels.
Depending uponthe desired quality, PAC supports several bil rates. For a modest
increase in complexity at a particular bil rate, improved output qualily can be
realized by enabling’ enhancementsto the original system. For example, whereas
96 kb/s output was judged to be adequate with stereophonic PAC, near CD quality
was reported at 56-64 kb/s for stereophonic enhanced PAC[Sinh98a].

10.6.1 Perceptual Audio Coder (PAC)

The original PAC system described in [John96c] achieves very-high-quality cod-
ing of stereophonic inputs at 96 kb/s. Like the MPEG-1 layerIIT and the ATRAC,
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the PAC encoder (Figure 10.25) uses a signal-adaptive MDCTfilter bank to ana-
lyze the input spectrum with appropriate frequency resolution. A long window
of 2048 points (1024 subbands) is used during steady-slate segments, or else a
series of short 256-point windows (128 subbands) is applied for segments con-
laining transients or sharp attacks. In contrast to MPEG-I| and ATRAC, however,
PAC relies on the MDCT alone rather than a hybrid filler-bank structure. thus
realizing a complexity reduction. As noted previously [Bran88a] {Mahi90], the
MDCTlendsitself to compact representation ofstationary signals, and a 2048-
point block size yields sufficiently high-frequency resolution for most sources,
This segment length wasalso associated with the maximumrealizable coding gain
as a function of block size [Sinh96]. Filter-bank resolution switching decisions
are made on the basis of PE (high complexity) or signal energy (low complexity)
criteria.

The PAC perceptual model derives noise masking thresholds fromfilter-bank
output samples in a mannersimilar to MPEG-1 psychoacoustic model recommen-
dation 2 [ISOI92] and the PE calculation in [John8&8b]. The PAC model, however,
accounts explicitly for both simultaneous and temporal masking effects. Samples
are grouped into 1/3 critical band partitions, tonality is estimated in each band,
and then Gime and frequency spreading functions are used to compute a masking
threshold that can be related to the filter-bank outputs. One can observe that PAC
realizes some complexity reduction relative to MPEG by avoiding parallel fre-
quency analysis structures for quantization and perceptual modeling. The masking
thresholds are used to select one of 128 exponentially distributed quantization
step sizes in each of 49 or 14 coder bands (analogous to ATRACBPUs) in high-
resolution and low-resolution modes, respectively. The coder bands are quantized
using an iterative vate contro! loop in which thresholds are adjusted to satisfy
simultaneously bit-rate constraints and an equal loudness criterion (hat atlempts
to shape quantization noise such that its absolute loudness is constant relative to
the masking threshold. The rate control loop allows time-varying instantaneous
bit rates so that additional bits are available in times of peak demand, much
like the bit reservoir of MPEG-1 layer III. Remaining statistical redundancies
are removed fromthe stream of quantized spectral samples prior to bit stream
formatting using eight structured, multidimensional Huffman codebooks. These
codebooks are applied to DPCM-encoded quantizer outputs. By clustering coder
bands into sections and selecting only one codebook per section, the system
minimizes the overhead.

 
 s(n) Near | [ "1 | fi duftman |> : | , ae ee as
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Figure 10.25. Lucent Technologies Perceptual Audio Cader (PAC). 
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Figure 10.26. Lucent Technologies Enhanced Perceptual Audio Coder (EPAC).

10.6.2 Enhanced PAC (EPAC)

In an effort to enhance PAC output quality at low bil rates, Sinha and John-
ston {Sinh96] introduced a novel signal-adaptive MDCT/WP! switchedfilter bank
scheme that resulted in nearly transparent coding for CD-quality source mate-
rial at 64 kb/s per stereo pair. EPAC(Figure 10.26) is unique in that it switches
between twodistinct filter banks rather than relying upon hybrid [Tsut98] [ISO192]
or nonuniform cascade [Prin95] structures.

A 2048-point MDCT decomposition is applied normally, during “stationary”
periods. EPAC switches to a tree-structured wavelet packet (WP) decomposition
inatched to the auditoryfilter bank during sharp transients. Switching decisions
occur every 25 ms, as in PAC.using either PE or energy criteria. The WP analysis
offers the dual advantages of more compact signal representation during transient
periods than MDCT, as well as improved time resolution at high frequencies for
accurate estimation ofthe time/frequencydistribution of masking power contained
in sharp attacks. In contrast to the uniformtime-frequency tiling associated with
MDCT window-length switching schemes (e.g.. [ISO1T92] [Bran94a]), the EPAC
WPtransform(tree-structured QMFbank) achieves a nonuniformtime-frequency
tiling. Fora suitably designed analysis wavelet and tree-structure, an improvement
in time resolution is restricted to the high-frequency regions of interest, while good-
frequency resolution is maintained in the low-frequency subbands. The EPAC
WP filter bank was specifically designed for time-localized impulse responses
at high frequencies to minimize the temporal spread of quantizauonnoise (pre-
echo). Novel start and stop windowsare inserted between analysis frames during
switching intervals to mitigate boundary effects associated with the MDCT-to-
WP and WP-to-MDCTtransitions. Other than the enhancedfilter bank, EPACis
identical to PAC. In subjective tests involving 12 expert and nonexpert listeners
with difficult castanets and triangle test signals, EPAC outperformed PAC for a
64 kb/s perstereo pair by an average of 0.4—0.6 onafive-point quality scale.

 

10.6.3 Multichannel PAC (MPAC)

Like the MPEG, AC-3, and SDDS systems, the PAC algorithm also extends
its monophonic processing capabilities into stereophonic and wultiple-channel
' Sec Chapter 8, Sections 8.2 and 8.3, for descriptions on wavelet filter bank and WP transforms.
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modes. Stereophonic PAC computes individual masking thresholds for the left,
right, mono, andstereo (L.R.M = L-+R, and $ = L - R)signals using a version
of the monophonic perceptual model that has been modified to account for binary-
level masking differences (BLMD), or binaural unmasking effects [Moor77],
Then, monaural PAC methods encode either the signal pairs (L. R) or (M, S). In
order to minimize the overall bit rate, however. a LR/MS switching procedure
is embedded in the rate-control loop such that different encoding modes (LR or
MS) can be applied to the individual coder bands on the same analysis frame.

In the MPAC 5-channel configuration, composite coding modes are available
for the front side left. center, right, and left and right surround (LL, C. R. Ls,
and Rs) channels. On each frame, the composite algorithm works as follows:
First, appropriate window-switchedfilter-bank frequency resolution is determined
separately for the front, side, and surround channels. Next. the four signal pairs
LR. MS, LsRs, and MsSs (Ms = Ls +Rs, Ss = Ls — Rs) are generated. The

MPACperceptual model then computes individual BLMD-compensated masking
thresholds for the eight LR and MS signals. as well as the center channel, C.

Once thresholds have been obtained. a two-step coding process is applied. In step
l, a minimum PE criterion is first used to select either MS or LR coding for the
front, side, and surround channel groups in each coder band. Then, step 2 applies
interchannel prediction to the quantized spectral samples. The prediction residuals
are quantizedsuch that the final quantization noise satisfies the original masking
thresholds for each channel (LR or MS). The interchannel prediction schemes
are summarized in [Sinh98a]. In pursuit of a minimumbit rate. the composite
coding algorithm mayelect to utilize either step 1 or step 2. both step | and step
2, or neitherstep | nor step 2. Finally. the composite perceptual model computes
a global masking threshold as the maximum of the five individual thresholds,

minus a safety margin. This threshold is phased in gradually for joint coding
when the bit reservoir drops below 20%[Sinh98a]. The safety margin magnitude
depends uponthe bil reservoir state. Composite modes are applied separately for
each coder band on each analysis frame. In terms of performance, the MPAC
system was found to produce the best quality at 320 kb/s for 5S channels during
a recent ISOtest of multichannel algorithms [ISOIT94].

‘Applications. Both 128 and 160 kb/s stereophonic versions of PAC were con-
sidered for standardization in the U.S. Digital Audio Radio (DAR) project. In
an effort to provide graceful degradation and extend broadcast range in the
presence of heavy fading associated with fringe reception areas, perceptually
motivated unequal error protection (UEP channel coding) schemes were exam-
ined in |Sinh98b]. The proposed scheme ranks bit stream elements into two
classes of perceptual importance. Bit stream parameters associated with cen-
ter channel information and certain mid-frequency subbands are given greater
channel protection (class 1) than other parameters (class 2). Subjective tests
revealed a strong preference for UEP over equal error protection (EEP)., partic-
ularly whenbit error rates (BER) exceeded 2 x 10°‘. For network applications.
acceptable PAC output quality at bit rates as low as 12-16 kb/s per channel
in conjunction with the availability of JAVA PACdecoder implementations are
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reportedly increasing PAC deployment among suppliers of Internetaudio program
material [Sinh9&a]. MPAChas also been considered for cinematic and advanced
television applications. Real-time PAC and EPACdecoder implementations have
been demonstrated on 486-class PC platforms.

10.7 DOLBY AUDIO CODING STANDARDS

Since the late 1980s, Dolby Laboratories has been active in perceptual audio
coding research and standardization, and Dolby researchers have made numer-
ous scientific contributions within the collaborative framework of MPEG audio.

On the commercial front. Dolby has developed the AC-2 and the AC-3 algo-
rithms [Fiel91] [Fiel96].

10.7.1 Dolby AC-2, AC-2A

The AC-2 [Davi90] [Fiel91] is a family of single-channel algorithms operating
at bit rates between 128 and 192 kb/s for 20 kHz bandwidth input sampled at
44.1 or 48 kHz. There are four available AC-2 variants, all of which share an

architecture in which the input is mapped to the frequency domain by an evenly
stacked ‘VDACfilter bank [Prin86] with a novel parametric Kaiser-Bessel analy-
sis window(Section 6.7) optimized for improved stop-band attenuation relative
to the sine window. The evenly stacked TDAC differs from the oddly stacked
MDCTin that the evenly stacked low-band filter is half-band, and its magni-
tude response wraps around the fold-over frequency (see Chapter 6), A unique
mantissa-exponent coding schemeis applied to the TDACtransform coefficients.
First, sets of frequency-adjacent coefficients are grouped into blocks (subbands)
of roughly critical bandwidth. For each block, the maximum is identified and
then quantized as an exponent in terms ofthe numberofleft shifts required unul
overflow occurs. The collection of exponents forms a stair-slep spectral envelope
having 6 dB (left shift = multiply by 2 = 6.02 dB) resolution. and normaliz-
ing the transform coefficients by the envelope generates a sel of mantissas. The
envelope approximates the short-time spectrum, andtherefore a perceptual model
uses the exponents to compute both a fixed and a signal-adaptive bit allocation
for the mantissas on each frame.

As far as details on the four AC-2 variants are concerned, two versions are

designed for low-complexity, Jow-delay applications, and the other two forhigher
quality at the expense ofincreased delay or complexity. In version 1, a 128-
sample (64-channel) filler bank is used, and the coder operates at 192 kb/s per
channel, resulting in high-quality output with only 7-ms delay at 48 kHz. Ver-
sion 2 is also for low-delay applications with improved quality at the same bit
rate, and it uses the samefilter bank but exploits time redundancyacross block
pairs, thus increasing delay to [2 ms. Version 3 achieves similar quality with the
reduced rate of 128 kb/s per channel at the expense of longer delay (45 ms) by
using a 5]2-sample (256 channel) filter bank to improve steady-state coding gain,
Finally, version 4 (the AC-2A [Davi92] algorithm) employs a switched 128/512-
point TDACfilter bank to improve quality for transient signals while maintaining
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high coding gain forstationary signals. A 320-sample bridge windowpreserves
PR filter bank properties during mode switching, and a transient detector consist-
ing of an 8-kHz Chebyshevhighpass filter is responsible for switching decisions,
Order of magnitude peak level increases between 64-sample sub-blocks at the
filter output are interpreted as transient events. The Kaiser windowparameters
used for the KBD windows in each ofthe AC-2 algorithms appearedin [Fiel196).
Forall four algorithms. the AC-2 encoder multiplexes spectral envelope and man-
tissa parameters into an output bitstream, along with some auxiliary information,
Byte-wide Reed-Solomon ECCallows for correction of single byte errors in the
exponents at the expense of 1%overhead, resulling in good performance up to
a BER of 0.001.

One AC-2 feature that is unique among the standards is that the perceptual
model is backward adaptive, meaning that the bit allocation is not transmitted

explicitly. Instead, the AC-2 decoder extracts the bit allocation from the quan-
tized spectral envelope using the same perceptual modcl as the AC-2 encoder,
This structure leads to a significant reduction of side information and induces
a symmetric encoder/decoder complexity, which was well suited to the origi-
nal AC-2 target application ofsingle point-to-point audio transport. An example
single point-to-point system now using low-delay AC-2 is the DolbyFAX'™, a
full-duplex codec that carries simultaneously two channels in both directions
over four ISDN “B” links for film and TV studio distance collaboration. Low-
delay AC-2 codecs have also beeninstalled on 950-MHz wireless digital studio
transmitter links (DSTL). The AC-2 moderate delay and AC-2A algorithms have
been used for both network and wireless broadcast applications such as cable
and diréct broadcast satellite (DBS) television. The AC-2Ais the predecessorto
the now popular multichannel AC-3 algorithm. As the next section will show,
the AC-3 coder has inherited and enhanced several facets of the AC-2/AC-2A
architecture. In fact, the AC-2 encoder is nearly identical to (one channel of)
the simplified AC-3 encoder shown in Figure 10.27, except that AC-2 does not
transmit explicitly any perceptual model parameters.
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Figure (0.27, Dolby Laboratories AC-3 encoder. 
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10.7.2 Dolby AC-3/DolbyDigital/Dolby SR - D

The 5.!-channel “surround” format that had become the de facto standard in
most movie houses during the 1980s was becoming ubiquitous in home the-
aters of the 1990s that were equipped with matrixed multichannel sound (e.g.,
Dolby ProLogic™). As a result of this trend, it was clear that emerging appli-
cations for perceptual coding would eventually minimally require stereophonic
or even multichannel surround-sound capabilities to gain consumer acceptance.
Although single-channel algorithms such as the AC-2 can run onparallel inde-
pendent channels, significandy better performance can be realized bytreating
mulliple channels together in orderto exploit interchannel redundancies andirte!-
evancies. The Dolby Laboratories AC-3 algorithm [Davis93] [Todd94] [Davi98}].
also knownas “Dolby Digital” or “SR »D,” was developed specifically for mul-
tichannel coding by refining all of the fundamental AC-2 blocks, including the
filler bank, the spectral envelope encoding, the perceptual model, and the bit
allocation. The coder carries 5.1 channels of audio (left, center, right, left sur-
round, right surround, and a subwoofer), but at the sametime it incorporates a
flexible downmix strategy at the decoder to maintain compatibility with conven-
tional monaural and stereophonic sound reproduction systems. The “.1” channel
is usually reserved for low-frequency effects, and is lowpass bandlimited below
120 Hz. The main features of the AC-3 algorithmare as follows:

« Sample rates: 32, 44.1, and 48 kHz

« Bit rales: 32-640 kb/s, variable

¢ High-quality output at 64 kb/s per channel

¢ Delay roughly 100 ms

« MDCTfilter bank(oddly stacked TDAC [Prin87]), KBD prototype window
¢ MDCTcoefficients quantized and encodedin terms of exponents, mantissas
e Spectral envelope represented by exponents

¢ Signal-adaplive exponent strategy with time-varying time-frequency reso-
lution

e Hybrid forward-backward adaptive perceptual model
e Parametric bit allocation

¢ Uniform quantization of mantissas according to signal-adaptive bit allocation
¢ Perceptual model improvements possible at the encoder without changing

decoder

¢ Multiple channels processed as an ensemble
¢ Frequency-selective intensity coding, as well as LR. MS
* Robust decoder downmix functionality from 5.1 to fewer channels

¢ Integral dynamic range control system
* Board-level real-time encoders available

* Chip-level real-time decoders available.
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The AC-3 works in the following way. A signal-adaptive MDCT filter bank with
a customized KBD window(Section 6.7) maps the input to the frequency domain.
Long windows are applied during steady-state segments. and a pair of short win-
dows is used for transient segments. The MDCTcoefficients are quantized and
encoded by an exponent/mantissa scheme similar to AC-2. Bit allocation for the
mantissas is performed according to a perceptual model that estimates the masked
threshold from the quantized spectral envelope. Like AC-2, an identical percep-
tual model resides al both the encoder and decoderto allow for backwardadaptive
bit allocation on the basis of the spectral envelope, thus reducing the burden of
side information on the bitstream. Unlike AC-2, however, the perceptual model

is also forward adaptive in the sense that it is parametric. Model parameters can
be changed al the encoder and the new parameters transmitted to the decoder
in order to affect modified masked threshold calculations. Particularly at lower

bit rates, the perceptual bit allocation may yield insufficient bits to satisfy both
the masked threshold and the rate constraint. When this happens, mid-side and

intensity coding (“channel coupling” above 2 kHz) reduce the demand forbits by
exploiting, respectively, interchanne]l redundancies and irrelevancies. Uluimately,
exponents, mantissas, coupling data, and exponent strategy data are combined
and transmitted to the receiver.

The remainder of this section provides details on the major functional blocks
of the AC-3 algorithm, including the filter bank. exponent strategy, perceptual
model, bit allocation, mantissa quantization, inlensily coding. system-level func-
tions. complexity, and applications and standardization aclivilies.

10.7.2.1 Filter Bank Although the high-level AC-3 structure (Figure 10.27)
resembles that of AC-2, there are significant differences between the two algo-
rithms. Like AC-2, the AC-3 algorithmfirst maps input samples to the frequency
domain using a PR cosine-modulatedfilter bank with a novel KBD window
(Section 6.7 parameters given in [Ficl96]). Unlike AC-2, however, AC-3 is based
on the eddly stacked MDCT. The AC-3 also handles windowswitching differ-
ently than AC-2A. Long, 512-sample (93.75 Hz resolution @ 48 kHz) windows
are used to achieve reasonable coding gain during stationary segments. During
transients, however, a pair of 256-sample windows replaces the long windowto
minimize pre-echoes. Also in contrast to the MPEG and AC-2 algorithms, the
AC-3 MDCTfilter bank retains PR properties during windowswitching without
resorting to bridge windows byintroducing a suitable phase shift into the MDCT
basis vectors (Chapter 6, Eq. (6.38a) and (6.38b); see also [Shli97]) for one of
the two short transforms, Whenever a scheme similar to the one used in AC-2A

detects transients, short filter-bank windows may activate independently on any
one or more of the 5.1 channels.

10.7.2.2 Exponent Strategy The AC-3 algorithm uses a refined version of
the AC-2 exponent/mantissa MDCTcoefficient representation. resulting in a sig-
nificantly improved coding gain. In AC-3. theMDCTcoefficients corresponding
to 1536 input samples (six transform blocks) are combined into a single frame.
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Then, 2 trame-processing routine optimizes the exponent representation to exploit
temporal redundancy, while at the same time representing the stair-step spectral
envelope with adequate frequencyresolution. In particular, spectral envelopes are
formed frompartitions ofeither one, two. or four consecutive MDCT coefficients

on each of the six MDCT blocks in the frame. To exploit time-redundancy, the
six envelopes can be represented individually, or any or all of the six can be
combined into temporal partitions. As in AC-2, the exponents correspondtothe
peak values of each time-frequency partition, and each exponent is represented
with 6 dB of resolution by determining the numberofleft shifts until overfiow.
The overall exponent strategy is selected by evaluating spectral stability. Many
strategies are possible. For example. all transform coefficients could be transmit-
ted for stable spectra, but time updates might be restricted to 32-ms intervals.
ie. an envelope of single-coefficient partitions might be repeated five limes to
exploit temporal redundancy. On the other hand, partitions of two or four com-
ponents might be encoded for transient signals, but the time-partition might be
smaller, e.g., updates could occur for every 5.3-ms MDCT block. Regardless
of the particular strategy in use for a given frame, exponents are differentially
encoded across frequency. Differential coding of exponents exploits knowledge
of the filter-bank transition band characteristics, thus avoiding slope overload
with onlya five-level quantization strategy. The AC-3 exponent strategy exploits
in a signal-dependentfashion the time- and frequency-domain redundancies that
exist on a frame of MDCT coefficients.

10.7.2.3 Perceptual Model A novel parametric forward-backward adaptive
perceptual model estimates the masked threshold on each frame. The forward-
adaptive componentexists only at the encoder. Givena rate constraint, this block
interacts with an iterative rate control loop to determine the best set of percep-
tual model parameters. These parameters are passed to the backward-adaptive
component. which estimates the masked threshold by applying the parameters
from the forward-adaptive component to a calculation involving the quantized
spectral envelope. Identical backward-adaptive model components are embedded
in both the encoder and decoder. Thus. model parameters are fixed at the encoder
after several threshold calculations in an iterative rate control process, and then
transmitted to the decoder. The decoder only needs to perform one threshold
calculation given the parameter valuesestablished at the encoder.

The backward-adaptive mode! component works as follows. First, the quan-
tized spectral envelope exponents are clustered into 50, 0.5-Bark-width subbands.
Then, a spreading function is applied (Figure 10.28a) that accounts only for the
upward spread of masking. To compensate for filter-bank leakage at low frre-
quencies, spreading is disabled below 200 Hz. Also. spreading is not enabled
between 200 and 700 Hz for frequencies below the ovcurrence ofthefirst sig-
nificant masker. ‘The absolute threshold of hearing is accounted for alter the
spreading function has been applied. Unlike other algorithms, AC-3 neglects the
downward spread of masking, assumes that masking power is nonadditive. and
makes no explicit assumptions about the relationship between tonality and the
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skirt slopes on the spreading function. Instead, these characteristics are captured
in a set of parameters that comprise the forward-adaptive model component.
Masking threshold calculations at the decoder are controlled by a set of param-
eters transmitted by the encoder, creating flexibility for model improvementsat
the encoder such that improved estimates of the masked threshold can berealized
without madifying the embedded modelat the decoder.

For example. a parametric (upwards only) spreading function is defined
(Figure 10.28a) in terms of twoslopes. S;, and twolevel offsets, Lj. for? € [1,2],
While the parameters S,; and £; can be uniquely specified for each channel,
the parameters S$ and L are applied to all channels. The parametric spreading
function is advantageous in that it allows the perceptual model at the encoder
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Figure 10.28. Dolby AC-3 parametric perceptual model: (a) prototype spreading fune-
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to account for tonality or dynamic masking patterns without the need to alter
the decoder model. A range of values is available for each parameter. With
units of dB per 1/2 Bark, the slopes are defined to be within the ranges
—2.95 < S$; & —5.77, and —0.7 < Sy < —0.98. With units of dB SPL, the levels
are defined to be within the ranges -—6 < Lj < —48 and —49 < L> < —63,
Ultimately. there are 512 unique spreading function shapes to choose from. The
acoustic-level dependence of masking thresholds is also modeled in AC-3. It
is in general true that the signal-to-mask ratio (SMR) increases with increasing
stimulus level (Figure 10.28b), i.e., the threshold moves closer to the stimulus as
the stimulus intensity decreases. In the AC-3 parametric perceptual model, this
phenomenonis captured by adding a positive bias to the maskedthresholds when
the spectral envelope is below a threshold level. Acoustic level threshold biasing
is applied on a band-by-band basis. The decision threshold for the biasing 1s
one of the forward adaptive parameters transmitted by the encoder. This function
can also be disabled altogether. The parametric perceptual model also provides
a convenient upgrade path in the form of abit allocation delta parameter.

It was envisioned that future, more sophisticated AC-3 encoders might run
in parallel two perceptual models, with one being the original reference model,
and the other being an enhanced model with more accurate estimates of masked
threshold. The delta parameterallows the encoderto transmit a stair-step funcuon
for which each tread specifies a masking level adjustment for an integral number
of 1/2-Bark bands. Thus. the masking model can be incrementally improved
without alterations to the existing decoders. Otherdetails on the hybrid backward-
forwards AC-3 perceptual model can be found in |Davi94].

10.7.2.4 Bit AHocation and Mantissa Quantization A bit allocation ts
determined at the encoder for each frame of mantissas by an iterative pro-
cedure that adjusts the mantissa quantizers, the multichannel coding strategies
(below), and the forward-adaptive model parameters to satisly simultaneously
the specified rate constraint and the masked threshold. Within the rate-contro]
loop, threshold partitions are formed on the basis of a bit allocation frequency
resolution parameter, with coefficient partitions ranging Mm width between 94 and
375 Hz. In a manner similar to MPEG-1, quantizers are selected for the set of
mantissas in each partition based on an SMRcalculation. Sufficient bits are allo:
cated to ensure that the SNR for the quantized mantissas is greater than or equal
lo the SMR. The quantization noise is thus rendered inaudible, below masked
threshold. Uniform quantizers are selected from a set of 15 having 0, 3. 5, 7, be
and 15 levels symmetric about 0, and conventional 2’s-complement quanuzers
having 32, 64, [28. 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096, 16384. or 65536 levels. Certain
quantizer codewords are group-eneaded to make more efficient usage of avail-
able bits. Dithering can be enabled optionally on individual channels for O-bit
mantissas, [ the bit supply is insufficient to satisfy the masked threshold, then
SNRscan be reducedin selected threshold partitions until the rate 1s satisfied. or
intensity coding and MS transformations are used in a frequency-selective fash-
ion to reduce the bit demand. Two variable-rate methods are also available to 
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satisfy peak-rate demands. Within a frame ofsix MDCTcoefficientblocks, bits
can be distributed unevenly, such that the instantaneous bit rate is variable but
the average rate is constant. In addition, bit rates are adjustable, and a uniquerate
can be specified for each frame of six MDCT blocks. Unlike some ofthe other
standardized algorithms, the AC-3 does not include an explicit lossless coding
stage for final redundancy reduction after quantization and encoding.

10.7.2.5 Multichannel Coding When bit demand imposed by multiple inde-
pendent channels exceeds the hit budget, the AC-3 ensemble processing of 5.1
channels exploits interchannel redundancies and irreleyancies, respectively. by
making frequency-selective use of mid-side (MS) and intensity coding tech-
niques. Although the MS and intensity functions can be simultaneously active
on a given channel, they are restricted to nonoverlapping subbands. The MS
schemeis carefully controlled [Davi98] to maintain compatibility between AC-3
and matrixed surround systems such as Dolby ProLogic. Intensity coding, also
known as “channel coupling,” 1s a multichannel irrelevancy reduction coding
technique that exploits properties of spatial hearing. There is considerable exper-
imental evidence [Blau74] suggesting that the interaural time difference of a
signal’s fine structure has negligible influence on sound localization above a cer-
tain frequency. Instead, the ear evaluates primarily cnergy envelopes. Thus, the
idea behind intensity coding is to transmit only one envelope in place of two
or more sufficiently correlated spectra from independent channels, together with
some side information. The side information consists of a set of coefficients that

Is used to recover individual spectra from the intensity channel.
A simplified version of the AC-3 intensity coding scheme is iMustrated in

Figure 10.29. At the encoder (Figure 10.29a), two or more input spectra are added
together to form a single intensity channel. Prior to the addition, an optional
adjustment is applied to prevent phase cancellation. Then, groups of adjacent
coefficients are partitioned into between | and 18 separate intensity subbands
on both the individual and the intensity channels. A set of coupling coefficients
is computed. ¢;;, that expresses the fraction of energy contributed by the /-th
individual channel to the j-th band ofthe intensity envelope. Le.. cj; = Bj) /a;.
where 8;; is the power contained in the j-th bandof the j-th channel, and aj is
the power contained in the j-th bandofthe intensity channel. Finally. the inten-
sity spectrum1s quantized, encoded, and transmitted to the decoder. The coupling
coefficients, cj;, are transmitted as side information. Once the intensity channel
has been recovered at the decoder (Figure 10.29b), the intensity subbands are
scaled by the coupling coefficients, ¢j,, in order to recover an appropriate frac-
tion of inlensity energy in the j-th band of the é-th channel. Theintensity-coded
coefficients are then combined with any remaining uncoupled transform coelfi-
cients and passed through the synthesis filler bank to reconstruct the individual
channel. The AC-3 coupling coefficients have a dynamic rangethat spans —132
to +18 dB, with quantization step sizes between 0.28 and 0.53 dB. Intensity cod-
ing is applied ina frequency-selective manner, parameterized by astart frequency
of 3.42 kHz or higher, and a bandwidth expressed in multiples of 1.2 kHz for
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Figure 10.29. Dolby AC-3 intensity coding (“channel coupling”): (a) encoder. (b)
decoder.

  
 

a 48-kHz system [Davi98]. Note that unlike the simplified system shown in the
ficure, the actual AC-3 intensity coding scheme may couple the spectra from as
many as five channels.

10.7.2.6 System-Level Functions Atthe system level, AC-3 provides me-
chanisms forchannel down-mixing and dynamicrange control. Down-mix capability
is essential for the 5.1-charinel systemsince the majority of potential playback sys-
tems are still monauralor, at best, stereophonic. Down-mixing is performedat the
decoder in the frequency domainrather than the time-domain to reduce complex-
ity. This is possible becauseofthe filter-bank linearity, The bit stream carries some
dowa-mix informationsincedifferent listening situations call for different down-mix
weighting. Dialogevel normalizationis also available at the decoder, Finally, the bit
streamhas available facilities to handle other control and ancillaryuser information
such as copyright. language. production, and time-code data |[Davis94].

10.7.2.7 Complexity Assuming the standard HDTV configuration of 384 kb/s
with a 48 kHz sample rate and implementation using the Zoran ZR38001 general-
purpose DSP instructionset, the AC-3 decoder memoryrequirements and complexity
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Figure 10.29. (continued),

are as follows: 6.6 kbytes RAM,5.4 kbytes ROM. 27.3 MIPSfor 5.1 channels. and
3.1 kbytes RAM,5.4 kbytes ROM, and 26.5 MIPS for 2 channels | Vern95]. Note
that complexity estimates are processor-dependent. For example, on a Motorola
DSP56002, 45 MIPS are required for a 5.1-channel decoder. Encoder complexity
varies betweentwo andfive times decoder complexity depending on the encoder
sophistication | Vern95]. Numerous real-time encoder and decoder Implementations
have becn reported. Early on, forexample.asingle-chip decoder was implemented on
a Zoran DSP [Vern93]. More recently.aDP561 AC-3 encoder(5.1 channels. 44. 1- or
48-kHz sample rate) for DVD mastering was implementedin real-time on a PC host
with a plug-in DSP subsystem. The com putational requirements were handled by an
Ariel PC-Iydra DSP array of eight Texas Instruments TMS 320C44 floating-point
DSP devices clocked at 50 MHz [Terr96]. Current information onreal-time AC-3
implementations is also available online from Dolby Laboratories.
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10.7.2.8 Applications and Standardization The first popular AC-3 appli-
cation was in the cinema. The “Dolby Digital” or “SR D” AC-3 information is
interleaved between sprocket holes on one side of the 35-mm film. The AC-3

was first deployed in only three theaters tor the film Star ‘Jrek V7 in 1991, after
which the official rollout of Dolby SR D occurred in 1992 with Batman Returns.

By 1997 April. over 900 film soundtracks had been AC-3 encoded. Nowadays,
the AC-3 algorithinis finding use in digital versatile disc (DVD), cable televi-
sion (CATV), and direct broadcast satellite (DBS). Many hi-fidelity amplifiers
and receiver units now contain embedded AC-3 decoders and accept an AC-3
digital rather than an analog feed from extemal sources such as DVD.

In addition, the DP504/524 version of the DolbyFAX system (Section 10.7.1)
has added AC-3 stereo and MPEG-1 layer U to the original AC-2-based system.
Film, television, and music studios use DolbyFAX over ISDN links for auto-
matic dialog replacement, music collaboration, soundeffects delivery, and remote
videotape audio playback. As far as standardization is concerned, the United
States Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) bas adopted the AC-
3 algorithm as the A/S2 audio compression standard [USAT95b] and as the
audio componentof the A/52 Digital Television (DTV) Standard [USAT95a]. The
United States Federal Communications Commission (US FCC) in 1996 December
adopted the ATSCstandard for DTV, including the AC-3 audio component. On
the international standardization front, the Digital Audio-Visual Council (DAVIC)
selected AC-3 and MPEG-1 layer II for the audio componentof the DAVIC 1.2
specification [DAVC96].

10.7.2.9 Recent Developments -The Dolby Digital Plus A Dolby digital
plus system or the enhanced AC-3 (E-AC-3) [Ficl04] was recently introduced
to extend the capabilities of the Dolby AC-3 algorithm. While remaining back-
ward compatible with the Dolby AC-3 standard. the Dolby digital plus provides
several enhancements, Some of the extensions include flexibility to encode up
to 13.1 channels, extended data tates up to 6.144 Mb/s. The AC-3 filterbank is
supplemented with a second stage DCT to exploit the stationary characteristics
in the audio, Other coding tools include spectral extension, enhanced channel
coupling. and transient pre-noise processing. The E-AC-3 is used in cable and
satellite television set-top boxes and broadcast distribution transcoding devices.
For a detailed description on the Dolbydigital plus refer to [Fiel04].

10.8 AUDIO PROCESSING TECHNOLOGYAPT-x100

Without exception. all of the commercial andinternational audio coding standards
described thus far couple explicit models of auditory perception with classical
quantization techniques in an attempt to distribute quantization noise over the
time-frequency plane suchthat it is imperceptible to the human listener. In addi-
tion to irrelevancy reduction, most of these algorithms simultaneously seek to
reduce statistical redundancies. For the sake of comparison and perhaps to better
assess the impact of perceptual models on realizable coding gain, it is instructive
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to next consider a commercially available audio coding algorithmthatrelies only
upon redundancy removal without any explicit regard for auditory perception.

We turn to the Audio Processing Technology APT-x100 algorithm, which
has been reported to achieve nearly transparent coding of CD-quality 44.1 kHz
16-bit PCM input at a compression ratio of 4:1, or 176.4 kb/s per monaural
channel [Wyli96b]. Like the ITU-T G.722 wideband speech codec [G722]. the
APT-x100 encoder (Figure 10.30) relies upon subband signal decomposition fol-
lowed by independent ADPCM quantization of the decimated subband output
sequences. Codewords from four uniform bandwidth subbands are multiplexed
onto the channel and sent to the decoder where the ADPCMandfilter-bank oper-
ations are inverted to generate an outpul. As shown in the figure, a tree-structured
QME filter bank splits the input signal into four subbands. Thefirst and second
filter stages have 64 and 32 taps. respectively. Backward adaptive prediction is
applied to the four subband output sequences. The resulting prediction residual
is quantized with a backward-adaptive Laplacian quantizer. Backwardadaptation
in the prediction and quantizationsteps eliminates side information but increases
sensilivity to fast transients. On the other hand, both prediction and adaptive
quantization were foundto significantly improve coding gain for a wide rangeof
test

and
signals [Wyli96b]. Adaptive quantization attempts to track signal dynamics
tends to produce constant SNR in each subband during stationary segments.

Unlike the other algorithms reviewed in this document, APT-x100 contains
no perceptual model orrate control loop. The ADPCM output codewords are of
fixed resolution (1 bit per sample), and therefore with four subbands the output
bit rate is reduced 4:1. A comparison between APT-x100 quantization noise and
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Figure 10.30. Audio Processing Technology APT-x100 encoder,
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Figure 10.31. DTS-coherent acoustics (DTS-CA) encoding scheme.

noise masking thresholds computed as in [John88a] for a variety of test signals
from the SQAMtest CD [SQAM88] revealed two trends in the APT-x 100 noise
floor. First, as expected,it is flat rather than shaped. Second, the noise is below
the masking threshold in most critical bands for most stationary test signals.
but tends to exceed the threshold in some critical bands for transient signals.
In [Wyli96b], however, the fast step-size adaptation in APT-x100 is reported
to exploit temporal masking effects and mitigate the audibility of unmasked
quantization noise. While the lack of a perceptual model results in an inefficient
flat noise floor, it also affords some advantages including reduced complexity,
reduced frequency resolution requirements, and low delay of only 122 samples
or 2.77 ms al 44,1 kHz.

Several other relevant facts on APT-x100 quality and robustness were also
reported in [Wyli96b]. Objective output quality was evaluated in terms of average
subband SNRs, which were 30, 15, 10, and 7 dB, respectively, for the low-
est to highest subbands, and the authors stated that the algorithm outperformed
NICAM [NICAM]in an informal subjective comparison [Wyli96b]. APT-x 100
was robust to both randombit errors and (andemencoding. Errors were inaudible
for a bit error rate (BER) of 107+, and speech remainedintelligible fora BER of
10°!, In onetest, 10 stages of synchronous tandeming reduced output SNR from
45 dB to 37 dB. Anauxiliary channel that accommodates up to 1/4 kb/s of the
sample rate in buried data (e.g., 24 kb/s for 48-kHz stereo samples) bybit steal-
ing from one of the subbands had a negligible effect on output quality. Finally,
real-time APT-x100 encoder and decoder modules were implemented on a single
AT&T DSPI6A masked ROM DSP.Asfar as applications are concerned, APT-
x00 has been deployedin digital studio-transmiller links, audio storage products,
and cinematic surround soundapplications, A cursory performance comparison
of the nonperceptual algorithms versus the perceptually based algorithms (€.2.,
NICAMor APT-x!00 vs. MPEG or PAC, etc.) confirms that some awareness
of peripheral auditory processing is necessary to achieve high-quality coding ol
CD-quality audio for compression ratios in excess of 4:1.
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10.9 DTS- COHERENT ACOUSTICS

The performance comparisonof the nonperceptual algorithms versus the percep-
tually based algorithms (e.g.. APT-x!00 vs. MPEG or PAC, etc.) given in the
earlicr section, highlights that some awareness of peripheral auditory processing
is necessary 10 achieve high-quality encoding of digital audio for compression
ratios in excess of 4:1. To this end, DTS employs an audio compressionalgorithm
based on the principles of “coherent acoustics encoding” |[Smyt96] [Smyt99]
[DTS]. In coherent acoustics, both ADPCM-subband filtering and psychoacous-
lic analysis are employed to compress the audio data. The main emphasis in DTS
is to improve the precision (and, hence, the quality) of the digital audio. The DTS
encoding algorithm provides a resolution of up to 24 bits per sample andat the
same time can deliver compression rates in the range of 3 to 40. Moreover, DTS
can deliver up to eight discrete channels of multiplexed audio at sampling fre-
quencics of 8-192 kIIz and at bit rates of 8-512 kb/s per channel. Table 10.9
summarizes the various bit rates, sampling frequencies, and the bit resolutions
employed in the four configurations supported by the DTS-coherent acoustics.

10.9.1 Framing and Subband Analysis

The DYS-CA encoding algorithm (Figure 10.31) operates on 24-bit lincar PCM
signals. ‘The audio signals are typically analyzed in blocks (frames) of 1024
samples, although frame sizes of 256, 512, 2048, and 4096 samples arealso
supported depending on the bit rates and sampling frequencies used (Table 10.10).
For example.if operating at bit rates of 1024—2048 kb/s and sampling frequencies
of 32 or 44.1 or 48 kHz; then the maximumnumber of samples allowed per frame
is 1024. Next, the segmented audio frames are decomposed into 32 critically
subsampled subbands using a polyphase realization ofa pseudo QMF (POMF)
bank (Chapter 6). Two different PQMFfilter-bank structures, namely, perfect
reconstructing (PR) and nonperfect reconstructing (NPR) are provided in DTS-
coherent acoustics. In the example that we considered above, a frame size of 1024
samples results in 32 PCMsamples per subband(i.c., 1024/32). The channels
are equally spacedsuchthat a 32 kHz input signal is split into 500 Hz subbands
(i.e.. 16 kHz/32), with the subbands being decimated at the ratio 32:1.

Table 10.9. A list of encoding parameters used in DT'S-coherent acoustics
after [Smyt99],  

 

 
 

Bit rates (kb/s/channel) Sampling rates (kHz) Bit resolution per sample

8-32 ope 16
32-96 <48 x)
96-256 <6 24
256-5]2 192 24
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Table 10.10. Maximumframe sizes allowed in DTS-CA (after [Smy(99]).

Sampling frequency-set. f¢ = {8/11.05/12| (kHz) 

 Bit rates (kb/s) ne 2h 4f, 8 fs 16,

0-512 Max. 1024 Max. 2048 Max. 4096 N/A N/A
412-1024 N/A Max. 1024 Max. 2048 N/A N/A
1024-2048 N/A N/A Max. 1024 Max. 2048 N/A
2048-4096 N/A N/A N/A Max. 1024 Max, 2048

10.9.2 Psychoacoustic Analysis

While the subbandfiltering stage minimizes the statistical dependencies associ-
ated with the input PCM signal, the psychoacoustic analysis stage elimimates the
perceptually irrelevant information, Since we have already established the neces-
sary background on psychoacoustic analysis in Chapters 5, we will not elaborate
on these steps. However, we describe next the advantages of combining the
differential subband coding techniques (e.g.. ADPCM) with the psychoacoustic
analysis.

10.9.3 ADPCM - Differential Subband Coding

A block diagramdepicting the steps involved in the differential subband coding
in DYS-CA is shown in Figure 10.32. A fourth-order forward linear prediction
is performed on each subband containing 32 PCM samples. From the above
example, we have 32 subbands and 32 PCMsamples per subband. Recall that in
LP wepredict the current time-domain audio sample based ona linearly weighted
combination of previous samples. From the LPC analysis corresponding to the
i-th subband. we obtain predictor coefficients. aj, for k =0,1,.... 4 and the
residual error, e;(2) for a = 0, 1.2,...,31 samples. The predictor coefficients
are usually veetor quantized in the line spectral frequency (LSP) domain.

Two stages of ADPCM modules are provided in the DTS-CAalgorithm, 1.c.,
the ADPCM estimation stave and the realADPCM stage.ADPCM utilizes the
redundancy in the subband PCM audio by exploiting the correlation between
adjacent samples. First, the “estimation ADPCM™ inodule is used to determine
the degree of prediction achieved by the fourth-order linear prediction filter
(Figure 10,32). Depending upon thestatistical features of audio, a decision Lo
enable or disable the second “real ADPCM”stage is made.

A predictor mode flag, “PMODE” = | or Q, is sel to indicate if the “real
ADPCM”module is active or not, respecuvely.

|

Sicpi ed (1) — ahs: (n 7 k). forn =O. 1...-. 3] (10.11)
kee
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CM) = S01) = Siprea)
4

= s(n) Yo aiasikn —k)
k=0

(10.12)

While the “prediction analysis” block computes the PMODEflag based onthe
prediction gain, the “transient analysis” module monitors the transient behavior
of the error residual. In particular, when a signal with a sharp attack (i.e., rapid
transitions) begins near the end ofa transform block and immediately following a
region of low energy. pre-echoes occur. Several pre-echo control strategies have
been developed (Chapter 6, Section 6.10). These include window switching, gain
modification, switched filter banks, including the bil reservoir, and temporal noise
shaping. In DTS-CA,the pre-echoartifacts are controlled by dividing the subband
analysis buffer into four sub-buffers. A transient mode, “TMODE” = 0, 1, 2, or
3, is set to denote the beginning of a transient signal in sub-buffers 1, 2, 3, or4,
respectively. In addition, two scale factors are computed for each subband(i.e.,
before and after the transition) based on the peak magnitude of the residual error,
e;(n). A 64-level nonuniform quantizer is usually employed to encode the scale
factors in DTS-CA,

Note that the PMODE flag is a “Boolean” and the TMODE flag has four
values, Therefore, a total of 15 bits (i.e., 12 bits for two scale factors, | bit for
the “PMODE”flag, and 2 bits for the “TMODE?”flag) are sufficient to encode the
entire side information in the DTS-CAalgorithm. Next, based on the predictor
mode flag (1 or 0), the second-stage ADPCMis used to encode the differental
subband PCM audio as shown in Figure 10.32. The optimum numberof bits (Gin
the sense of minimizing the quantization noise) required to encode the differentia]
audio in each subband is estimated using a bit allocation procedure.

10.9.4 Bit Allocation, Quantization, and Multiplexing

Bit allocation is determinedat the encoder for each frame (32 subbands) by an
iterative procedure that adjusts the scale-factor quantizers, the fourth-order lin-
ear predictive model parameters, and the quantization levels of the differential
subband audio, This is done in order to satisfy simultaneously the specified rate
constraint and the masked threshold. In a manner similar toMPEG-1, quantizers
are selected in each subband based on an SMRcalculation. A sutficient number
ofbits is allocatedto ensure that the SNRfor the quantizederroris greater than or
equal to the SMR. The quantization noise ts thus rendered inaudible, 1e., below
the masked threshold, Recall that the main emphasis in DTS-CA is to improve
precision and hencethe quality of the digital audio. while giving relatively less
importance to minimizing the datarate. Therefore, the DTS-CAbit reservoir will
almost always meet the bit demand imposedby the psychoacoustic model, Similar
to some ofthe other standardized algorithms (e.g., MPEG codecs, lossless audio
coders), the DTS-CA includes an explicit lossless coding stage for final redun-
daneyreduction after quantization and encoding. A Gata multiplexer merely packs
the differential subband data, the side information, the synchronization details,

 rn |ae
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and the headersyntax into a serial bitstream. Details on the structure of the “out-
put data frame” employed in the DTS-CAalgorithmare given in [Smyt99] [DTS],

As an extension to the current coherent acoustics algorithm, Pejzo ef al,
proposed a new enhancement that delivers 96 kT1z, 24-bit resolution audio qual-
ity [Bejz00]. The proposed enhancement makes use of both “core” and “exten-
sion” data to reproduce 06-kHyz audio bitstreams. Details on the real-rme imple:
mentation of the 5.1-channel decoder on a 32-bit floating-point processorare
also presented in [Fejz00]. Although much work has been done in the area of
encoder/decoderarchitectures for the DTS-CA codecs. relativelylittle has heen
published |Mesa99].

10.9.5 DTS-CA Versus DolbyDigital

The DTS-Coherent Acoustics and the Dolby AC-3 algorithms were the two com-
peting standards during the mid-1990s, While the former employs an adaptive
differential linear prediction (ADPCM-subband coding) in conjunction with a
perceptual model, the latter employs a unique exponent/mantissa MDCT’ coef-
ficient encoding technique in conjunction with a parametric forward-backward
adaptive perceptual model.

PROBLEMS

10.1. List some of the primary differences between the DTS, the Dolby digital,
and the Sony ATRAC encoding schemes.

10.2. Using a block diagram, describe howthe ISO/IEC MPEG-1 layer [ codec
is different from the ISO/IEC MPEG-1 layerIII algorithm.

10.3. What are the enhancements integrated into MPEG-2 AACrelative to the
MP3algorithm. State key differences in the algorithms.

10.4. List some ofthe distinguishing features of the MP4 audio format over the
MP3 format. Give bitrates and cite references.

10.5. What is the main idea behind the scalable audio coding? Explain using a
block diagram. Give examples.

10.6. Whatis structured audio coding and parametric audio coding?

10.7. How is ISOMEC MPEG-7 standard different from the other MPEG
standards,

COMPUTER EXERCISE

10.8. The audio files Ch)0aud2L.wav, ChlOaud2R.wav, Chi0aud2C.way,
ChlOaud2hs.wav, and ChlOaud2Rs.wav correspond to left, right,
center. left-surround, and right-surround, respectively. of a 3/2-channel
configuration. Using the matrixing technique obtain a stereo output.
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